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What's in this manual
Although Falcon is thought to be primarily an embeddable language, it provides an ever growing set of modules 

which interacts with the host system. Also, there are many function meant to operate on the standard types, or to 
interact with the Virtual Machine itself.

This manual presents the function, classes and objects that are meant to be standard, that is, those ones that are found 
in a standard Falcon distribution. This includes several modules called “Falcon feathers”, that is, extremely relevant for 
the language. This set may vary with time, including new modules and excluding old ones.

The function reference for the modules that are not in this set can be found in their own package; for the stake of users 
(and developers) comfort, the reference of the Falcon feathers is gathered here.

Typographical conventions

Function declarations are presented with the following format:

functionName( param1, param2... [optional1, optional2... ] ) > value

The optional parameters, that is, the parameters that the function is not necessarily expecting, are marked with square 
brackets, and the return value, if present, is given a conventional name after an arrow sign. This conventional name is 
used in the function description to refer to it.

A function header is followed by a tabular shorthand; a complete header for a function description looks like this:

functionName( param1, param2, [optional1, optional2] ) > result

param1 The first parameter of this function

param2 The second parameter of this function

optional1 A first optional parameter

optional2 A second optional parameter

result The return value

Functions accepting a variable set of arguments, as printl, will be written with three dots in their parenthesis:

functionName( param1, ... ) > result

param1 The first parameter of this function

... An endless list of items.

result The return value
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The core module
The core module interacts with the virtual machine, to the point that, at times, the virtual machine itself refers to it. In 

example, while the exceptions can be of any types, the exceptions internally generated by the machine are instance of 
the Error class, which is part of the core module. 

However, the core module is not automatically linked in the VM. Every application must create an instance of the 
core module, and then link it to the VM it uses; this allow to override also the functions that are in this module to, in 
example, trace their calls or change their behavior. 

General purpose support

args

A global variable holding an array that contains the strings passed as argument for the script. Embedders may change 
the convention, and pass any Falcon item as arguments; however, falcon command line and the other standard tools 
pass only an array of strings. 

deoob()

Turns an out-of-band item in a normal item.

deoob( [item] ) > deOobItem

item The item to be turned into a normal item.

The function returns a flat copy of the item without the out-of-band status set. If the item was initially not OOB, then 
deoob() does nothing.

See oob() for a deeper explanation of OOB items.

Error class

Error class is used by the virtual machine and by the Falcon Feathers functions to communicate to the scripts, and 
eventually to the embedding application, about error conditions. It is also available to extension modules, and to the 
script themselves, that can create error instances that can be cached internally or returned to the embedder. 

class Error( [code, message, comment] ) 

code Numeric error code. If not provided, will be 0.

message Textual description of the error code.

comment Specification of the error condition. 

Properties

code Error code associated with this error. See the description below.

description Textual description for the error code of this error.

line Line at which the error happened. If not applicable (i.e. because the error is not generated by a 
Falcon script) is 0.

message Arbitrary text used to better explain and define the error conditions. Consider this as a “free 
text”.

module Name of the module where the error has been generated.

origin String identifying the origin of the error. This code allows to determine what element of the 
Falcon engine has raised the error (or eventually, if this error has been raised by a script or a 
loaded module). See below for detailed description.

8
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pc Program counter (instruction address) of the instruction that raised the error. If not applicable 
(i.e. if the VM wasn't running when the error has been raised) the number will be 0.

symbol Symbol name (function or method) where the error has been raised.

subErrors Some error generating facilities may delay error reporting to complete some operations, and then 
report all the errors at once, encapsulated in a top-level failure signaling error. It's the case of the 
reflexive compiler, which, in case of errors during compilation of source code, would record all 
the errors and store them in a generic “syntax error” exception. This property stores a vector of 
the single sub-errors that have caused operation failure.

systemError If the error was caused by a failure during an OS operation, this this property contains the error 
code indicating the cause of the failure. Otherwise, it will be 0.

Methods

getSysErrDesc() > description

If the error was generated by the underlying system (that is, if systemError > 0) returns a system 
and locale dependent error description. The description is obtained by querying the relevant OS 
error description API/SDK.

toString() > string

Returns a standardized string representation of this error (eventually including the stack trace, if 
available).

A complete error code is formed by two letters indicating the error origin, and a numeric code specifying the correct 
error  name. By convention,  one and only one error  description may be associated with one error  code.  The error 
“message” is free to be used to carry more specific informations about the error conditions.

The error origin is a string; when an error gets displayed through a standard rendering function (as the Error.toString() 
method), it is indicated by two letters in front of the error code for better readability. The origin code may be one of the 
following:

“compiler” - (represented in Error.toString() as CO)

“assembler” - (AS)

“loader” -  that is, the module loader (LD)

“vm” - the virtual machine (when not running a script, short VM)

“script” - (that is, a VM running a script, short SS)

“runtime” - (core or runtime modules, RT)

“module” - an extension module (MD).

Use the comment parameter when the error message is generic, and/or the error may be reported because of various 
reasons, or to give an hint about how to avoid the error.

Error codes below 5000 are reserved to Falcon engine and officially recognized modules. Extension modules should 
issue errors above 5001, unless raising well known error codes that are encoded and described directly by the Falcon 
Engine (i.e. a very common error code is 901 – invalid parameters when a user makes a mistake in calling a script 
function).

All the elements in the error class are automatically initialized by the constructor, except for the code, the message and 
the description. As some error are created by binary modules, which are not executed by the VM, the informations 
about the line and the program counter that generated the error may not always be available.

The  toString() method returns a string representation of the error, which includes all the available informations 
(except for system error description).

In this version, access to the TraceBack class has been removed from scripts.

Error subclasses

The core module defines some error subclasses which do not define any new accessor nor property, but that may be 
used by Falcon Engine and by the modules to better indicate error conditions, and leverage the select and typed catch 
statements for faster and simpler handling.

They are:

9
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● SyntaxError  – error generated by the compiler or the assembler when a compilation fails. Usually, scripts 
won't receive this unless they are using the compiler to compile themselves modules on the fly.

● CodeError – this is an hard error usually generated by the VM when it finds some corruption of the code, or 
some illegal istruction parameter.

● RangeError – range error. An array was accessed beyond its size, or a key was not found in a dictionary.

● MathError – A mathematical operation caused an error; trying to extract the square root of a negative number 
is a typical example.

● IoError – There was an error in a stream operation.

● TypeError – A certain operation was performed on types that doesn't allow it. In example, the multiplication 
operator can't be used to multiply arrays.

● ParamError – A function was called with insufficient parameters, or with parameters of the wrong types; this 
error may also be raised if the function determines the parameters not to be valid for other reasons (i.e. if the 
function requires not just a string as a parameter, but also a string of a minimum length).

● ParseError – Error in a parsing operation; used by RTL and modules when an input that should respect a given 
format is malformed. In example, the core module throws this error when the command line parser is told to 
search for a named parameter, but the command line parameters have been exhausted.

exit()

Terminates the execution of the virtual machine altogether.

exit( [item] ) 

item An item that will be presented as the exit value

The VM execution will be interrupted, with normal state, and the item will be passed in the A register of the VM, 
where embedding application expects to receive the exit value. Semantic of the exit value will vary depending on the 
embedding application. The Falcon command line tools (and so, stand alone scripts) will pass this return value to the 
system if it is an integer, else they will terminate passing 0 to the system.

This function terminates the VM also when there are more coroutines running.

Format class

Format class is meant to provide an efficient way to format variables into strings that can then be sent to output 
streams. Internally, the format class is used in string expansion (the '@' operator), but while string expansion causes a 
string parsing to be initiated and an internal temporary Format object to be instantiated each time an expansion is 
performed,  using  a  prebuilt  Format  object  allows  to  optimize  repeated  formatting  operations.  Also,  Format  class 
instances may be used as other objects properties, applied directly to strings being written on streams, modified after 
being created and are generally more flexible than the string expansion. 

Format class instances may be applied on several variables; in example, a currency value oriented numeric format 
may be applied on all the currency values of a program, and changing the default format would just be a matter of 
changing just one format object.

class Format( [fmtspec] ) 

fmtspec If provided, must be a valid format specifier which is immediately parsed. In case of invalid 
format, a ParseError is raised.

Methods

format( variable ) > fmtdString

variable The variable to be formatted

Formats the variable as per the given format descriptor. If the class has been instantiated without 
format, and the parse() method has not been called yet, a ParamError is raised. If the type of 
the variable is incompatible with the format descriptor, the method returns nil; a particular format 
specifier allows to throw a TypeException in this case.
On success, the method returns a string containing a valid formatted representation of the 
variable.

10
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parse( fmtstr )

fmtspec Format specifier

Sets or changes the format specifier for this Format instance. If the format string is not correct, 
a ParseError is raised.

toString() > str

Returns a string representation of the format instance.

The  format  specifier is  a  string  that  may contain  various  elements  indicating  how the target  variable  should  be 
rendered as a string.

Format specification

● Size: The minimum field length; it can be just expressed by a number. if the formatted             output is wide 
as or wider than the allocated size, the output will not be truncated, and the resulting string may be just too 
wide to be displayed where it was intended to be. The size can be mandatory by adding '*' after it. In this case, 
the format() method will return false (and eventually raise an error) if the conversion caused the output to be 
wider than allowed.

● Padding: the padding character is appended after the formatted size, or it is put in front of it if alignment is to 
the right. To define padding character, use 'p' followed by the character. In example, p0 to fill the field with 
zeros.  Of course,  the character  may be any Unicode character  (the  format  string  accepts  standard  Falcon 
character escapes). In the special case of p0, front sign indicators are placed at the beginning of the field; in 
example "4p0+" will produce "+001" "-002" and so on, while "4px+" will produce "xx+1", "xx-2" etc. 

● Numeric base: the way an integer should be rendered. It may be:

○ Decimal: as it's the default translation, no command is needed; a 'N' character may be added to the format 
to specify that we are actually expecting a number. 

○ Hexadecimal: Command may be 'x' (lowercase hex), 'X' (uppercase Hex), 'c' (0x prefixed lowercase hex) 
or 'C' (0x prefixed uppercase hex). Binary: 'b' to convert to binary, and 'B' to convert to binary and add a 
"b" after the number.

○ Octal: 'o' to display an octal number, or '0' to display an octal with "0" prefix.

○ Scientific: 'e'  to  display  a number  in  scientific  notation  W.D+/-eM.  Format  of  numbers  in  scientific 
notation is fixed, so thousand separator and decimal digit separator cannot be set, but decimals cipher 
setting will still work.

● Decimals: a dot '.' followed by a number indicates the number of decimal to be displayed. If no decimal is 
specified, floating point numbers will be displayed with all significant digits digits, while if it's set to zero, 
decimal numbers will be rounded.

● Decimal separator: a 'd' followed by any non-cipher character will be interpreted as decimal separator setting. 
In example, to use central European standard for decimal nubmers and limit the output to 3 decimals, write ".
3d,", or "d,.3". The default value is '.'.

● (Thousands)  Grouping: actually  it's  the  integer  part  group  separator,  as  it  will  be  displayed  also  for 
hexadecimal, octal and binary conversions. It is set using 'g' followed by the separator character, it defaults to 
','. Normally, it is not displayed; to activate it set also the integer grouping digit count; normally is 3, but it's 4 
in Japanaese and Chinese locales, while it may be useful to set it to 2 or 4 for hexadecimal, 3 for octal and 4 or 
8  for  binary.  In  example  'g4-'  would group digits  4 by 4,  grouping them with a "-".  Zero  would disable 
grouping.

● Grouping Character: If willing to change only the grouping character and not the default grouping count, use 
'G'.

● Alignment: by default the field is aligned to the left; to align the field to the right use 'r'.

● Negative display format: By default, a '-' sign is appended in front of the number if it's negative. If the '+' 
character is added to the format, then in case the number is positive, '+' will be appended in front. '--' will 
postpend a '-' if the number is negative, while '++' will postpend either '+' or '-' depending on the sign of the 
number.  To display a parenthesis around negative numbers,  use  '[',  or  use ']'  to display a parenthesis for 
negative numbers and use the padding character in front and after positive numbers. Using parenthesis will 
prevent using '+',  '++'  or '--'  formats.  Format '-^'  will add a -  in front of padding space if the number is 
negative, while '+^' will add plus or minus depending on number sign. In example, "5+" would render -12 as " 
-12", while "5+^" will render as "-  12". If alignment is to the right, the sign will be added at the other side of 
the padding: "5+^r" would render -12 as "12  -". If size is not mandatory, parenthesis will be wrapped around 
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the formatted field, while if size is mandatory they will be wrapped around the whole field, included padding. 
In example "5[r" on -4 would render             as "  (4)", while "5*[r" would render as "(  4)".

● Nil format: How to represent a nil. It may be one of the following:

○ 'nn': nil is not represented (mute).

○ 'nN': nil is represented by "N"

○ 'nl': nil is rendered with "nil"

○ 'nL': nil is rendered with "Nil". This is also the default.

○ 'nu': nil is rendered with "Null"

○ 'nU': nil is rendered with "NULL"

○ 'no': nil is rendered with "None"

○ 'nA': nil is rendered with "NA"

● Action  on  error: Normally,  if  trying  to  format  something  different  from  what  is  expected,  the  method 
format() will simply return false. In example, to format a string in a number, a string using the date formatter, 
a number in a simple pad-and-size formatter  etc.  To change this behavior,  use '/'  followed by one of the 
following:

○ 'n': act as the wrong item was nil (and uses the defined nil formatter).

○ '0': act as if the given item was 0, the empty string or an invalid date, or anyhow the neuter item of the 
expected type.

○ 'r': raise a type error.

○ A 'c' letter may be added after the '/' and before the specifier to try a basic conversion into the expected 
type  before  triggering  the  requested  effect.  In  example,  if  the  formatted  item  is  an  object  and  the 
conversion type is string (that is, no numeric related options are set), this will cause the  toString() 
method of the target object to be called, or if not available, the toString() function to be applied on the 
target object. In example “6/cr” tries to convert the item to a 6 character long string, and if it fails (i.e. 
because toString() method returns nil) an TypeError is raised.

● Object  specific  format:  Objects  may  accept  an  object  specific  formatting  as  parameter  of  the  standard 
toString()  method.  A pipe  separator  '|'  will  cause  all  the  following  format  to  be  passed  unparsed  to  the 
toString() method of objects eventually being formatted. If the object does not provides a toString() method, or 
if it's not an object at all, an error will be raised. The object is the sole responsible for parsing and applying its  
specific format.

Ranges will be represented as [n1:n2] or [n1:] if they are open. Size, alignment and padding will 
work on the whole range, while numeric formatting will be applied to each end of the range.

Example: the format specifier "8*Xs-g2" means to format variables in a field of 8 characters, size mandatory (i.e. 
truncated if wider), Hexadecimal uppercase, grouped 2 by 2 with '-' characters. A result may be "0A-F1-DA". 

Another example: "12.3'0r+/r" means to format a number in 12 ciphers, of which 3 are fixed decimals, 0 padded, 
right aligned; a '+' is always added in front of positive numbers. In case the formatted item is not a number, a type error  
is raised.

isoob()

Checks for the out-of-band status of an item.

isoob( [item] ) > trueOrFalse

item The item to be checked.

This function can be used to check if a certain item is an out of band (that is, a “very special”) item. See oob() for 
some example usage.
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Iterator class

An iterator is an object meant to point to a certain position in a collection (array, dictionary, string, or eventually user  
defined types), and to access iteratively the elements in that collection.

Iterators may be used to alter a collection by removing the item they are pointing to, or by changing its value. They 
can be stored to be used at a later moment, or they can be passed as parameters. Most notably, they hide the nature of 
the underlying collection, so that they can be used as an abstraction layer to access underlying data, one item at a time.

Altering the collection may cause an iterator to become invalid; only performing write operations through an iterator it 
is  possible  to  guarantee  that  it  will  stay  valid  after  the modify.  A test  for  iterator  validity  is  performed  on each  
operation, and in case the iterator is not found valid anymore, an error is raised.

Iterators supports equality tests and provide an equal() method. Two iterators pointing to the same element in the same 
collection are considered equal; so it is possible to iterate through all the items between a start and an end.

class Iterator( collection, [position] ) 

collection The collection on which to iterate.

position If the collection can be directly accessed (i.e. if it's an array or a string), can be any valid index. 
Otherwise, it can be 0 or -1. If it's -1, an iterator pointing to the last element of the collection will 
be returned. If not given, the position defaults to 0.

Properties

origin The collection on which the iterator is iterating.

Methods

clone() --> iterator

Create an iterator equivalent to this one. In this way, it is possible to record a previous position 
and use it later. Using a normal assignment wouldn't work, as the assignand would just be given 
the same iterator, and its value would change as the iterator changes.

equal( item ) > isequal

item The item against this iterator is to be checked.

Returns true if the parameter is an iterator pointing to the same item of the same collection.

hasCurrent() > valid

Returns true if the iterator is valid and can be used to access the underlying collection.

hasNext() > canDoIt

Returns true if the iterator is valid and there is at least one element in the collection past the 
current one.

hasPrev() > canDoIt

Returns true if the iterator is valid and there is at least one element in the collection before the 
current one.

key() > item

If this iterator is valid and is pointing to a collection that provides key ordering (i.e. a dictionary), 
it returns the current key; otherwise, it raises a RangeError.

next() > canDoIt

Moves the iterator to the next item in the collection. If the iterator is not valid anymore, or if the 
current element was the last in the collection, the method returns false. If the iterator has 
successfully moved, it returns true.

prev() > canDoIt

Moves the iterator to the previous item in the collection. If the iterator is not valid anymore, or if 
the current element was the first in the collection, the method returns false. If the iterator has 
successfully moved, it returns true.

remove()

If the iterator is valid, this method removes current item. The iterator is moved to the very next 
item in the collection, and this may invalidate it if the removed element was the last one. To 
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remove element while performing a scanning from the last element to the first one, remember to 
call the prev() method after every remove(); in forward scans, a successful remove() implies 
that the caller must not call next() to continue the scan.

value( [newValue] ) > val

newValue if provided, the value of the current item is changed to this one.

If the iterator is valid, the method returns the value of the item being currently pointed by the 
iterator.

max()

Returns the highest between its parameters.

max( a, b, ...) > maxValue

The  comparison  between  the  parameters  is  done  through  compare()  method  of  the  items.  Objects  overloading 
compare() method may alter their ranking in the selection.

If no parameters are given, the function returns nil.

min()

Returns the lowest between its parameters.

min( a, b, ...) > minValue

The  comparison  between  the  parameters  is  done  through  compare()  method  of  the  items.  Objects  overloading 
compare() method may alter their ranking in the selection.

If no parameters are given, the function returns nil.

oob()

Generates an out-of-band item.

oob( [item] ) > oobItem

item The item to be declared out of band.

This function returns an out-of-band nil item, or if a parameter is given, an out-of-band version of that item.

Out-of-band items are normal items which can be tested for the out-of-band quality through the isoob() function to 
perform special tasks. Some core and RTL function can check for the item being out-of-band to take special decisions 
about the item, or to modify their behavior. In example, map() drops the item (acting like filter), if it is out-of-band.

This feature is available also to scripts; function accepting any kind of items from callbacks they are using to generate 
data may wish to receive special instructions through out of band data. In the next example, a data producer returns a 
set of items one at a time, and notifies the caller to switch to another producer via an out-of-band notification.

function firstSeries()
   static: vals = [1, 2, 3, 4 ]
   if vals: return arrayHead( vals ) 
   // notify the next function
   return oob( secondSeries )
end

function secondSeries()
   static: vals = [ "a", nil, "b", 4 ]
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   if vals: return arrayHead( vals )
   // notify we're done with an nil OOB
   return oob()
end

function consumer( producer )
   loop item = producer()
      if isoob( item )
         // An OOB means we have something special. If it's nil, we're done...
         if item == nil: return
         // else it's the notification of a new producer
         producer = item 
      else
         // if it's not an OOB, then we must process it
         > "Received item: ", item
      end
   end
end

consumer( firstSeries )

PageDict()

Creates a paged dictionary (which is internally represented as a B-Tree).

PageDict( [pageSize] ) > dictionary

pageSize Number of items stored in each page.

The function returns a Falcon dictionary that can be handled exactly as a normal dictionary. The difference is only in 
the internal management of memory allocation and tree balance. Default Falcon dictionaries (the ones created with the 
“[=>]” operator) are internally represented as paired linear vectors of ordered entries. They are extremely efficient to 
store a relatively small set of data, whose size, and possibly key order, is known in advance. As this is exactly the 
condition under which source level dictionary are created, this way to store dictionary is the default in Falcon. The 
drawback is that if the data grows beyond a critical mass linear dictionary may become sluggishly slow and hang down 
the whole VM processing.

This function, which is actually a class factory function (this is the reason why its name begins in uppercase), returns 
an empty Falcon dictionary that is internally organized as a B-Tree structure. At a marginal cost in term of memory 
with respect to the mere storage of falcon items, which is used as spare and growth area,  this structure offer high 
performances on medium to large amount of data to be ordered and searched.  Empirical  tests in Falcon language 
showed that this structure can scale up easily to several millions items.

In general, if a Falcon dictionary is meant to store large data, above five to ten thousands elements, or if the size of 
stored data is not known in advance, using this structure instead of the default Falcon dictionaries is highly advisable.

scriptName

It's a global variable that is usually filled with the script name. It's the logical script name that the VM has assigned to 
this module, mainly used for debugging.

scriptPath

It's a global variable that is usually filled with the location from which the script has been loaded. It's semantic may 
vary among embedding applications, but it should usually receive the complete path to the main script, in Falcon file 
convention (forward slashes to separate directories), or the complete URI where applicable.
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vmVersionInfo()

Returns an array containing VM version informations.

vmVersionInfo() > [major, minor, revision ]

This versions returns the official version number of the running Falcon Virtual Machine.

vmVersionName()

Returns an array containing VM version name.

vmVersionInfo() > version

Returns descriptive name of current Falcon Virtual Machine (including the nickname).

Attribute model support

Attributes define dynamic boolean characteristics that instances may have at a certain moment. An attributed can be 
given  or  removed  from  a  certain  object,  or  automatically  given  to  new  instances  through  class  declaration  has 
statement. The VM keeps track of instances having attributes, so it is possible to iterate on, or send a message to, all the 
objects having a certain attribute. In this section, the functions that allow to access this functionalities are explained.

Attribute can be treated as collections in for/in loops and iterators can be extracted from them with the first() BOM 
method and with the Iterator class constructor.

Also, the BOM method called attribs() (on page 36) is part of the support for attribute paradigm.

broadcast()

Send a message to every object having an attribute.

broadcast( attribute, ... )

broadcast( attrList, ... )

attribute A single attribute for which objects will receive a message. 

attrList An array of attributes for which objects will receive a message.

This function iterates over all the items having a certain attributes; if those objects provide a method named exactly as 
the attribute, then that method is called. A method can declare that it has “consumed” the message (i.e. done what is 
expected to be done) by returning true. In this case, the call chain is interrupted and broadcast returns. A method 
not wishing to prevent other methods to receive the incoming message must return  false. Returning  true means 
“yes, I have handled this message, no further processing is needed”. 

The order  in  which  the  objects  receive  the  message  is  random;  there  isn't  any  priority  across  a  single  attribute 
message. For this reason, the second form of broadcast function is provided. To implement priority processing, it is 
possible to broadcast a sequence of attributes. In that case, all the objects having the first attribute will receive the 
message, and will have a chance to stop further processing, before any item having the second attribute is called and so 
on.

The broadcast function can receive other parameters; in that case the remaining parameters are passed as-is to the 
handlers.

Items having a certain attribute and receiving a broadcast over it need not to implement an handler. If they don't  
provide a method having the same name of the broadcast attribute, they are simply skipped. The same happens if they 
provide  a property  which  is  not  callable;  setting  an  handler  to a  non-callable  item is a  valid  operation  to disable 
temporarily message processing.
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An item may be called more than once in a single chained broadcast call if it has more than one of the attributes being 
broadcast and if it provides methods to handle the messages.

It is possible to receive more than one broadcast  in the same handler  using the “same handler  idiom”: setting a 
property to a method of the same item in the init block or in the property initialization. In example:

attributes: attr_one, attr_two

object handler
   attr_two = attr_one
   function attr_one( param )
      // do something
      return false
   end
   has attr_one, attr_two
end

giveTo()

Gives a certain attribute to a certain object.

giveTo( attrib, obj )

attrib The attribute to be given

obj The object that will receive the attribute

This function is equivalent to the  give statement, and is provided to allow functional processing of attributes. In 
example:

attributes: opened
dolist( [giveTo, opened], [obj1, obj2, obj3] )

If the target object had already the attribute, nothing is done. If the first parameter is not an attribute or the second 
parameter is not an object, a ParamError is rasied.

having()

Returns an array containing all the items having a certain attribute.

having( attribute ) > itemArray

attribute The attribute that will be inspected

If the attribute isn't currently given to any item, this function will return an empty array. Notice that it is not strictly 
necessary to call having function just to iterate over the items I.e. in a for/in loop, as attributes can be directly iterated:

attributes: opened
//....
for item in opened
   > "Item ", item.name, " has opened"
end

Also,  attributes  support  iterators;  an  Iterator  instance  can  be  built  passing  an  attribute  as  the  parameter  of  the 
constructor, and first() BOM method can be called on an attribute to create an iterator which can be used to inspect all 
the objects having a certain attribute.

However, having function is still useful when a snapshot of the items currently having a certain attribute is needed. In 
example, it is possible to save in a variable the array,  change the status of some objects by removing the attribute from 
them and finally re-giving the attribute.
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removeFrom()

Removes a certain attribute from a certain object.

removeFrom( attribute, object )

attribute The attribute to be removed

object The object from which the attribute must be removed

This function is equivalent to the give statement using to remove an attribute, and is provided to allow functional 
processing of attributes. In example:

attributes: opened
dolist( [removeFrom, opened], [obj1, obj2, obj3] )

If the target object didn't have the attribute, nothing is done. If the first parameter is not an attribute or the second 
parameter is not an object, a ParamError is rasied.

removeFromAll()

Removes a certain attribute from all the objects currently having it.

removeFromAll( attribute )

attribute The attribute to be removed

After this function is called, the target attribute cannot be found in any object anymore.

  

Functional programming support

Falcon  provides  some  special  functional  programming  constructs  that  is  known  to  the  VM  to  have  special 
significance. The vast majority of them starts a “functional evaluation” chain on their parameters before their value is 
evaluated. A functional evaluation is a recursive evaluation (reduction) of list structures into atoms. At the moment, the 
only list structure that can be evaluated this way is the array. A parameter being evaluated in functional context means 
that the given parameter will be recursively scanned for callable arrays or symbols that can be reduced to atoms. A 
callable array is reduced by calling the function and substituting it with its return value. When all the contents of the list 
are reduced, the higher level is evaluated.

Consider this example:

function func0( p0, p1 ): ...
function func1( p0 ): ...

list = [func0, [func1, param1], param2]

Calling list as a callable array, func0 will be called with the array [func1, param1] as the first parameter, and param2 
as the second parameter. On the other hand, evaluating the above list in a functional context, first func1 will be called 
with param1, then func0 will be called with the return value of the previous evaluation as the first parameter, and with 
param2 as the second parameter.

The functions in this section are considered “special constructs” as the VM knows them and treats them specially. 
Their definition overrides the definition of a functional evaluation, so that when the VM finds a special construct in its 
evaluation process, it ceases using the default evaluation algorithm and passes evaluation control to the construct.

In example, the iff construct selects one of its branches to be evaluated only if the first parameter evaluates to true:

list = [iff, someValueIsTrue, [func0, [func1, param1]], [func1, param2] ]

If this list had to be evaluated in a functional context, then before iff had a chance to decide what to do, the two arrays 
[func0,  ...]  and  [func1,...]  would  have  been  evaluated.  As  iff  is  a  special  construct,  the  VM doesn't  evaluate  its 
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parameters and lets iff perform its operations as it prefer. In the case o iff, it first evaluates the first parameter, then 
evaluates in functional context the second on the third parameter, leaving unevaluated the other one.

Not all constructs evaluates everything it is passed to them in a functional context. Some of them are meant exactly to 
treat even a callable array (or anything else that should be reduced) as-is, stopping the evaluation process as the VM 
meets  them.  The  description  of  each  construct  explains  its  working  principles,  and  whether  if  its  parameters  are 
evaluated or not.

Please,  notice  that  “callable”  doesn't  necessarily  mean  “evaluable”.  To  evaluate  in  functional  context  a  callable 
symbol without parameter, it must be transformed into a single-element array. In example:

function func0(): ...

result = [iff, shouldEval, [func0], func0]

This places in result the value returned by func0 if shouldEval is true, while it returns exactly the function object  
func0 as-is if shouldEval is false. 

all()

Returns true if all the items in a given collection evaluate to true.

all( collection ) > trueOrFalse

collection An array of arbitrary items.

If the items in the collection are callable items, they get called and their return value is evaluated, otherwise they are 
evaluated as true or false using the standard Falcon truth check (nil is false, numerics are true if not zero, strings and 
collections are true if not empty, object and classes are always true).

Check is short circuited. This means that the check is interrupted as the first element is evaluated in false.

If the collection is empty it returns false.

allp()

Returns true if all the parameters evaluate to true.

allp( p1, p2... pn ) > trueOrFalse

This function works like all(), but the collection may be specified directly in the parameters rather being given in a 
separate array. This make easier to write allp in callable arrays. In example, one may write

[allp, 1, k, n ...]

while using all one should write

[all, [1, k, n ...]]

If called without parameters, this function returns false.

any()

Returns true if any of the items in a given collection evaluate to true.

any( collection ) > trueOrFalse

If the items in the collection are callable items, they get called and their return value is evaluated, otherwise they are 
evaluated as true or false using the standard Falcon truth check (nil is false, numerics are true if not zero, strings and 
collections are true if not empty, object and classes are always true). Check is short circuited; this means that elements 
are evaluated until the first element considered to be true (or returning true) is found.

If the collection is empty it returns false.
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anyp()

Returns true if all the parameters evaluate to true.

anyp( p1, p2... pn ) > trueOrFalse

This function works like any(), but the collection may be specified directly in the parameters rather being given in a 
separate array. This make easier to write anyp in callable arrays. In example, one may write

[anyp, 1, k, n ...]

while using any one should write

[any, [1, k, n ...]]

If called without parameters, this function returns false.

cascade()

Concatenate a set of callable items so to form a single execution unit.

cascade( callList, ... ) > result

callList Sequence of callable items.

This function executes a set of callable items passing the parameters it receives beyond the first one to the first  item 
in the list; from there on, the return value of the previous call is fed as the sole parameter of the next call. In other 
words,

cascade( [F1, F2, ..., FN], p1, p2, ..., pn )

is equivalent to

FN( ... F2( F1( p1, p2, ..., pn ) ) ... )

A function may declare itself “uninterested” to insert its value in the cascade by raising nil. In that case, the return 
value is ignored and the same parameter it received is passed on to the next calls and eventually returned.

Notice that the call list is not evaluated in functional context; it is just a list of callable items. To evaluate the list, or 
part of it, in functional context, use the eval() function.

A simple example usage is the following:

function square( a ) 
return a * a 

end 

function sqrt( a ) 
return a ** 0.5 

end 

cascade_abs = [cascade, [square, sqrt] ] 
> cascade_abs( 2 ) // 2 
> cascade_abs( 4 ) // 4

Thanks to the possibility to prevent insertion of the return value in the function call sequence, it is possible to program 
“interceptors” that will catch the progress of the sequence without interfering:

function showprog( v )
   > "Result currently ", v
   raise nil
end

// define sqrt and square as before...
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cascade_abs = [cascade, [square, showprog, sqrt, showprog] ] 
> "First process: ", cascade_abs( 2 )
> "Second process: ", cascade_abs( 4 )

If the first function of the list declines processing by raising nil, the initial parameters are all passed to the second 
function, and so on till the last call.

In example:

function whichparams( a, b )
    > "Called with ", a, " and ", b
   raise nil
end

csq = [cascade, [ whichparams, lambda a,b=> a*b] ]
> csq( 3, 4 )

Here, the first function in the list intercepts the parameters, but as it doesn't accepts them they are both passed to the 
second in the list.

choice()

Selects one of two alternatives depending on the evaluation of the first parameter.

choice( selector, ifTrue, [ifFalse] ) > result

selector The item to be evaluated

ifTrue The item to return if selector evaluates to true

ifFalse The item to be returned if selector evaluates to false

The selector parameter is evaluated in functional context. If it's a true atom or if it's a callable array which returns a 
true value, the ifTrue parameter is returned as-is, else the ifFalse parameter is returned. If the ifFalse parameter 
is not given and the selector evaluates to false, nil is returned.

The choice function is equivalent to iff where each branch is passed through the lit() function:

choice( selector, a, b ) == iff( selector, [lit, a], [lit, b] )

In case a literal value is needed, choice is more efficient than using iff and applying lit on the parameters.

dolist()

Repeats an operation on a list of parameters.

dolist( processor, array )

processor A callable item that will receive data coming from the array.

array A list of items that will be fed in the processor one at a time

Every  item in  array is  passed  as  parameter  to  the  processor,  which must  be  a callable  item.  Items are  also 
functionally evaluated, one by one. The parameter array is not functionally evaluated as a whole; to do that, use the 
explicit evaluation idiom:

dolist( processor, eval(array) )

This method is equivalent to xmap(), but it has the advantage that it doesn't create an array of evaluated results. So, 
when it is not necessary to transform an array in another through a mapping function, but just to run repeatedly over a 
collection, this function is preferred.
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firstOf()

Returns the first non-false of its parameters.

firstOf( ... )

This function scans the paraters one at a time. Sigma evaluation is stopped, or in other words, every parameters is 
considered as-is, as if lit() was used on each of them. The function returns the first parameter being non-false in a 
standard Falcon truth check. Nonzero numeric values, non empty strings, arrays and dictionaries and any object is 
considered true.

If none of the parameters is true, of is none of the parameter is given, the function returns nil (which is considered 
false). 

floop()

Repeats indefinitely a list of operations.

floop( array )

array A sequence of callable items that gets called one after another.

Every item in array gets executed, one after another. When the last element is executed, the first one is called again, 
looping indefinitely.

Any function in the sequence may interrupt the loop by returning an out-of-band 0; if a function returns an out of 
band 1, all the remaining items in the list are ignored and the loop starts again from the first item.

Items in the array are not functionally evaluated.

eval()

Evaluates an array in functional context.

eval( array ) > result

array The array to be evaluated

The array is evaluated in functional context; this means that if the array is a callable item, it gets called and the result 
is returned; otherwise, a functionally reduced array is returned.

The description of the functional evaluation algorithm is included in the heading of this section.

filter()

Filters an array using a filter function which determines which elements have to be left in the array.

filter( ffunc, collection ) > filteredArray

ffunc A callable item used to filter the array.

collection An array of arbitrary items.

ffunc is called iteratively for every item in the collection, which is passed as a parameter to it. If the call returns 
true, the item is added to the returned array; if it returns false, the item is not added. 

Items in the collection are treated literally (not evaluated).

iff()

Performs a functional if; if the first parameter evaluates to true, the second parameter is evaluated and then returned, 
else the third one is evaluated and returned.
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iff( cfr, if_true, [if_false] ) > evald

cfr A condition or a callable item

if_true Value to be called and/or returned in case cfr evaluates to true

if_false Value to be called and/or returned in case cfr evaluates to false

Basically, this function is meant to return the second parameter or the third (or nil if not given), depending on the 
value of the first parameter; however, every item is evaluated in a functional context. This means that cfr may be a 
callable item, in which case its return value will be evaluated for truthfulness, and also the other parameters may. In 
example:

> iff( 0, "was true", "was false" )           // will print “was false”
iff( [lambda a=>a*2, 1] , [printl, "ok!"] )   // will print “ok!” and return nil

In the last example, we are not interested in the return value (printl returns nil), but in executing that item only in 
case the first item is true. The first item is a callable item too, so iff will first execute the given lambda, finding a 
result of 2 (true), and then will decide which element to pick, and eventually execute. Notice that:

iff( 1 , printl( "ok!" ), printl( "no" ) ) 

In would have forced falcon to execute the two printl calls before to enter the iff functions; still, iff would have 
returned printl return values (which is nil in both cases).

lit()

Return its parameter as-is

lit( item ) > item

item An item that is returned as-is.

This function is meant to interrupt functional evaluation of lists. It has the same meaning of the single quote literal ' 
operator of the LISP language.

In example, the following code will return either a callable instance of printl, which prints a “prompt” before the 
parameter, or a callable instance of inspect:

iff( a > 0, [lit, [printl, "val: "] ], inspect)( param )

as  inspect is  a  callable  token,  but  not  an  evaluable  one,  it  is  already  returned  literally;  however,  [printl, 
“val:”] would be considered an evaluable item. To take its literal value and prevent evaluation in functional context, 
the lit construct must be used.

map()

Creates a new vector of items transforming each item in the original array through the mapping function.

map( mfunc, collection ) > mappedArray

mfunc A function used to map the array.

collection An array of arbitrary items.

mfunc is called iteratively for every item in the collection; its return value is added to the mapped array. In this way it 
is possible to apply an uniform transformation to all the item in a collection.

If  mfunc returns an out of band  nil item (see page  14),  map skips the given position in the target array, actually 
acting also as a filter function.

In example:

function mapper( item )
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   if item < 0: return oob(nil)  // discard negative items
   return item ** 0.5            // perform square root
end

inspect( map( mapper, [ 100, 4, 12, 9 ]) )    // returns [10, 2, 3]

reduce()

Uses the values in a given array and iteratively calls a reductor function to extract a single result.

reduce( reductor, collection, [initial_value] ) > result

reductor A function to reduce the array.

collection An array of arbitrary items.

intial_value Optional startup value for the reduction.

The reductor is a function receiving two values as parameters. The first value is the previous value returned by the 
reductor, while the second one is an item iteratively taken from the origin array. If a startup value is given, the first 
time the reductor is called that value is provided as its first parameter, otherwise the first two items from the array are 
used in the first call. If the collection is empty, the initial_value is returned instead, and if is not given, nil is returned. If 
a startup value is not given and the collection contains only one element, that element is returned.

Some examples:

> reduce( lambda a,b=> a+b, [1,2,3,4])       // sums 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10
> reduce( lambda a,b=> a+b, [1,2,3,4], 1 )  // sums 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 9
> reduce( lambda a,b=> a+b, [1] )            // never calls lambda, returns 1
> reduce( lambda a,b=> a+b, [], 0 )          // never calls lambda, returns 0
> reduce( lambda a,b=> a+b, [] )             // never calls lambda, returns Nil

Items in the collection are treated literally (not evaluated).

xmap()

Creates a new vector of items transforming each item in the original array through the mapping function, applying 
also filtering on undesired items.

xmap( mfunc, collection ) > mappedArray

mfunc A function used to map the array.

collection An array of arbitrary items.

mfunc is called iteratively for every item in the collection;  its return value is added to the mapped array. Moreover,  
each item in the collection is functionally evaluated before being passed to mfunc. 

The filter function may return an out of band nil item to signal that the current item should not be added to the final 
collection. See page 14 for more details about out of band items.

In example:

mapper = lambda item => (item < 0 ? oob(nil) : item ** 0.5)
add = lambda a, b => a+b         // a lambda that will be evaluated 

inspect( xmap( mapper, [ [add, 99, 1], 4, 12, 9 ]) )    // returns [10, 2, 3]
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Type mangling

chr()

Returns a string containing a single character that corresponds to the given number.

chr( number ) > character

number Numeric code of the desired character

This function returns a single character string whose only character is the UNICODE equivalent for the given number. 
The number must be a valid UNICODE character, so it must be in range 0-0xFFFFFFFF.

getProperty()

Returns the value of a property in an object.

getProperty( obj, propName ) > value

obj the source object

propName A string representing the name of a property or a method inside the object.

An item representing the property is returned. The returned value is actually a copy of the property; assigning a new 
value to it won't have any effect on the original object. 

If the property is a method, a callable method item is returned.

If the property is not found, an error of class RangeError is raised.

int()

Converts the given parameter to integer.

int( value ) > intValue

value the value to be converted

Integer values are just copied. Floating point values are converted to long integer;  in case they are too big to be 
prepresented a RangeError is raised.  Strings are converted from base 10. If the string cannot be converted, or if the 
value is anything else, a RangeError instance is raised.

isCallable()

Determines if an item is callable.

isCallable( item ) > callable

item the item to be checked.

If the function returns true, then the call operator can be applied. If it returns false, the item is not a callable one, and  
trying to call it would cause an error.

len()

Returns the length of an item.
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len( item ) > legnth

item the item to be checked.

The function returns the count of elements in the item. If it's an array, a string or a dictionary, the number will be 0 or 
greater, depending on the count of items in the container. In all the other cases, it will return -1.

ord()

Returns the numeric ID of a given character.

ord( string ) > characterId

string the character for which the ID is requested.

The first character in string is taken, and it's numeric ID is returned. Currently, only the ASCII value of the first 
character is returned; in future, the string encoding will be used to determine the character width and ordering.

setProperty()

Changes the value of an object property.

setProperty( obj, propName, value ) 

obj the source object

propName A string representing the name of a property or a method inside the object.

value The property new value

Alters the value of the property in the given object. If the required property is not present, a ParamError is raised.

suspend()

Temporarily suspends the execution of the virtual machine.

suspend() > event

After this call, the VM exits immediately and the control is given back to the embedder. The embedder can check for 
the VM to have exited because of a suspend() call, and in this case, it may call the VM method resume() to make the 
script to proceed from the point it was suspended. The resume method of the virtual machine may accept an item that is 
then passed to the suspended script as the return value of the suspend call. In this way, the script may receive a callback 
notification of events happening in the main application, and manage them. This is an example:

lastEvent = “none”

while lastEvent != “quit”
   
   lastEvent = suspend()
   
   switch lastEvent
      case “this”
        doThis()
      case “that”
        doThat()
   end
end   

The kind of item that is returned by suspend() call is a convention between the script and the embedding application, 
and may be a complex item as well as an instance of an embedder specific class.

While in suspended state, the VM may be also destroyed, or the calling module may be unlinked from it,  or the 
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execution may be restarted instead of resumed. 

toString()

Returns a string representing the item.

toString( item [, numprec] ) > stringRep

item the item to be converted to string

numprec precision in converting numeric values

This function is useful  to convert  an unknown value in a string.  The item may be any kind of Falcon item; the 
following rules apply: 

● Nil items are represented as “<NIL>”

● Integers are converted in base 10.

● Floating point values are converted in base 10 with a default precision of 3;  numprec may be specified to 
change the default precision.

● Array and dictionaries are represented as “Array of 'n' elements” or “Dictionary of 'n' elements”.

● Strings are copied.

● Objects are represented as “Object 'name of class'”, but if a toString() method is provided by the object, 
that one is called instead.

● Classes and other kind of opaque items are rendered with their names.

This function is not meant to provide complex applications with pretty-print  facilities,  but  just to provide simple 
scripts with a simple and consistent output facility.

typeOf()

Returns an integer representing the type of an item.

typeOf( item ) > typeId

item The item whose type is to be checked

The typeId returned is an integer; the Falcon compiler is fed with a set of compile time constants that can be used to 
determine the type of an item. Those constants are always available at Falcon sources.

NilType   the item is NIL

IntegerType   the item is an integer

NumericType   the item is a floating point number

RangeType   the item is a range (a pair of two integers)

FunctionType   the item is a function

StringType   the item is a string 

ArrayType   the item is an array 

DictionaryType   the item is a dictionary

ObjectType   the item is an object

ClassType   the item is a class

MethodType   the item is a method

ClassMethodType   the item is a method inside a class

OpaqueType   the item is a user-defined opaque type
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Coroutines support

The functions in this group allows to interact with the coroutine support that is provided by the Virtual Machine. Most 
of them translate in requests to the virtual machine.

beginCritical()

Signals the VM that this coroutine must not be interrupted.

beginCritical() 

After this call the VM will abstain from swapping this coroutine out of the execution context. The coroutine can then 
alter a set of data that must be prepare and readied for other coroutines, and then call endCritical() or yield() to pass the 
control back to the other coroutines.

This function is not recursive. Successive calls to beginCritical() are not counted, and have actually no effect. The first 
call to yield() will swap out the coroutine, and the first call to endCritical() will signal the availability of the routine to 
be swapped out, no matter how many times beginCritical() has been called.

endCritical()

Signals the VM that this coroutine can be interrupted.

endCritical() 

After this call, the coroutine may be swapped. This will happen only if/when the timeslice for this coroutine is over.

This function is not recursive. Successive calls to beginCritical() are not counted, and have actually no effect. The first 
call to yield() will swap out the coroutine, and the first call to endCritical() will signal the availability of the routine to 
be swapped out, no matter how many times beginCritical() has been called.

Semaphore class

The semaphore  is  a  simple synchronization  object  that  is  used by coroutines  to communicate  each  others  about 
relevant changes in the status of the application.

class Semaphore( [initValue] ) 

initValue Initial value for the semaphore; if not given, 0 will be assumed.

Methods

post( [value] ) 

Increment the value of the semaphore.

value  The amount of the increment; if not given, 1 is assumed.

wait( [timeout] )> success

timeout Optional maximum wait in seconds

Decrements the value of the semaphore, and eventually waits for the value to be > 0.

When a wait() method is called on a semaphore, two things may happen: if the value of the semaphore is greater than 
zero,  the value  is  decremented  and  the coroutine  can proceed.  If  it's  zero,  the coroutine  is  swapped out  until  the 
semaphore gets greater than zero again. When this happens, the coroutine decrements the value of the semaphore and 
proceeds. If a timeout parameter is given, in case the semaphore wasn't posted before the given timeout the function 
will return false. 

The order by which coroutines are resumed is the same by which they asked to wait on a semaphore. In this sense, 
wait() method is implemented as a fair wait routine. 

The post() method will raise the count of the semaphore by the given parameter (1 is the default if the parameter is not 
given). However, the calling coroutine won't necessarily be swapped out until a yield() is called.
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sleep()

Put the current coroutine at sleep for some time.

sleep( time )

time Time, in seconds and fractions, that the coroutine wishes to sleep

This function declares that the current coroutines is not willing to proceed at least for the given time. The VM will  
swap out the coroutine until the time has elapsed, and will make it eligible to run again after the given time lapse.

The parameter may be a floating point number if a pause shorter than a second is required.

The sleep() function can be called also when the VM has not started any coroutine; this will make it to be idle for 
the required time. 

yield()

Swaps out the current coroutine.

yield()

This signals the VM that the current coroutine is temporarily done, and that another coroutine may be executed. If no 
other coroutines can be executed, current coroutine is resumed immediately (actually, it is never swapped out).

yieldOut()

Terminates current coroutine.

yieldOut()

The current coroutine is terminated. If this is the last coroutine, the VM exits. Calling this function has the same effect  
of the END virtual machine PCODE.

Variable parameters support

Falcon supports variable parameter calling; a function or method may access the items that have been used in the 
parameter call by counting them and accessing them one by one.

Parameter passed by reference may be modified with the appropriate function.

This functions may be used whether the calling function provides a list of formal parameters or not. The first formal 
parameter will be treated as the variable parameter number zero, and the parameter count may be the same as, more 
than or less than the number of formal parameters. So, part of the parameters may be accessible via parameter names, 
and the others may be accessed with this functions.

paramCount()

Returns the count of parameters passed to this function.

paramCount() > numOfParams

The return value is the minimum value between the formal parameters  declared for  the current  function and the 
number of actual parameters the caller passed. Formal parameters which are declared in the function header, but for 
which the caller didn't provide actual parameters, are filled with nil. 

paramIsRef()

Checks whether the nth parameter has been passed by reference or not.
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paramIsRef( number ) > isRef

number the number of the parameter, zero based, first to last.

Both assigning a value to a certain parameter and using the paramSet() function will change locally the value of the 
parameter,  but  this value won't  be reflected  in the actual  parameter  that  was used to call  the function,  unless the 
parameter was explicitly passed by reference. In some context, it may be useful to know if this is the case.

If the given parameter number cannot be accessed, a RangeError is raised.

paramNumber()

Retreives the nth parameter.

paramNumber( number ) > value

number the number of the parameter, zero based, first to last.

This function returns the required parameter, being the first one passed to the function indicated as 0, the second as 1 
and so on. Both formally declared parameters and optional parameters can be accessed this way.

If the given parameter number cannot be accessed, a RangeError is raised.

paramSet()

Sets the nth parameter to the required value.

paramSet( number, value )

number the number of the parameter, zero based, first to last.

value the new value for the given parameter

The function  is  equivalent  to assigning  the value  directly  to the required  parameter;  of  course,  in  this  way also 
optional parameter may be accessed. If the required parameter was passed by reference, also the original value in the 
caller is changed.

If the given parameter number cannot be accessed, a RangeError is raised.

Command Line parameter parsing support

Command  line  options  are  the  simplest  and  most  immediate  mean  to  provide  a  stand-alone  script  with  basic 
configuration, or to ask it to do something a bit more specific than just "operate". 

However, some embedding application may provide the scripts with a command line too; in example, a "scanner" 
script in a FPS game may be provided with the objects to search for in a "command line", that may be actually the 
string defining it's call in the user interface.

Often, this important feature is neglected in scripts because bringing up a decent option parser is a bit of a nuisance, 
boring and repetitive, and above anything it may be considered a  huge piece of code with respect to the needs of a 
simple script.

The CmdlineParser class, that is declared directly in the Core module, provides a simple, efficient and flexible mean 
to implement command line option parsing that let on the script the essential duty to grab the given values and store 
them for later usage.

The command line parser knows the following option categories:

• short options: options consisting of a single character, case sensitive, following a single "-". In example, "-a", 
"-B", "-x". Short options may be chained in sequences of characters as, in example "-aBx" which is equivalent 
to "-a -B -x". Short options may have also the special "switch off" semantic; if they are followed by a "-" sign, 
the parser interprets it as a will to turn off some feature; in example, the sequence "-B-" means that the "B" 
option should be turned off. The semantic can be expressed also in chained options as "-aB-x". 

• long options: they consists of two minus followed by a word of any length, as in example "--parameter", "--
config", "--elements". Long options are usually (but not necessarily) meant to receive a parameter, in example 
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"--debug off". 
• free options: they are strings not leaded by any "-" sign. Usually the semantic of a command gives free options 

a special meaning; in example the "cp" unix command accept an arbitrary amount of free options, where the 
first N-1 options are the name of the files to copy, and the Nth option is the copy destination. A single "-" is 
considered a free option (i.e. it often means "stdout/stdin" in many UNIX commands). 

• option parsing terminator: The special sequence "--" followed by a whitespace is considered as the terminator 
of option parsing; after that element, all the other options are considered free options and given to the program 
"as is". If you want to pass a free parameter starting with a "-", it must follow the "--" sign. 

Short  and  long  options  may  be  parametric.  The  word  (or  string)  following  parametric  option  is  considered  the 
parameter of that option, and is not subject to parsing. In example, if "--terminator" is a parametric option, it is possible 
to write "./myprg.fal --terminator -opt". The parameter "-opt" will be passed as-is to the script as "terminator" option 
parameter. In case of short option chaining, if more than one chained option is parametric, the parameter following the 
chained options will be considered applied only to the last option, and the other ones will be ignored. If the sequence of 
parameters ends while waiting for the parameter of an option, the incomplete option is ignored. 

On the script point of view, the parser can be configured by implementing callbacks in the CmdlineParser class. The 
parser will call the methods of the subclasses as it finds options in the argument vector; the callbacks will configure the 
application,  report  errors  and  mis-usage,  terminate  the  program  on  fatal  errors  and  communicate  with  the  parser 
through member functions. In example, it is not necessary to declare in advance which are the parametric options; it's 
done on a per-option basis by calling the expectParam() method and returning to the parser. 

To  use  this  feature,  it  is  just  necessary  to  declare  a  subclass  and  instance  it,  or  an  object  derived  from  the 
CmdlineParser class, and call the parse() method. 

class CmdlineParser()

Proerties

lastParsed

An integer representing the last item parsed in the argument array before exit the parsing loop.

Methods

expectValue()

This method is to be called only from the onOption callback. When called, it indicates the parser 
that the received option requires a parameter, that should immediately follow.
As the same option received by onOption() will be reported later on to onValue(), it is not 
necessary for the application to take note of the event. Simply, when receiving an option that 
needs a parameter, the application should call self.expectValue() and return.

onFree( opt )

opt the free option being read

This callback method gets called by parse() when a command line parameter not being bound 
with any option is found. The overloaded method should check for this value respecting the host 
program command line semantic. In case the free option cannot be accepted, the method should 
either signal error and exit the application, ignore it or set an error indicator and request the 
parser to terminate by calling terminate().
The parser won't signal error to the calling application, so, in case this free value cannot be 
accepted, an error state should be set in the application or in the parser object.

onOption( opt )

opt the option being read

This callback method gets called by parse() when an option is found. The overloaded method 
should check for the option being valid; in case it is not valid, it may either signal error and exit 
the application, ignore it or set an error indicator and request the parser to terminate by calling 
terminate(). 
The parser won't signal error to the calling application, so, in case an invalid option is received, 
an error state should be set in the application or in the parser object. 
If the incoming option requires a parameter, this callback should call expectOption() before 
returning.

onSwitchOff( opt )

opt the switch being turned off
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This callback method gets called by parse() when a short option is immediately followed by a 
"-", indicating a "switch off" semantic.
The overloaded method should check for the option being valid and being possibly target of a 
"switch off"; if not, it may either signal error and exit the application, ignore it or set an error 
indicator and request the parser to terminate by calling terminate().
The parser won't signal error to the calling application, so, in case an invalid option is received, 
an error state should be set in the application or in the parser object.

onValue( opt, value )

opt the option being parsed

value the value that is associated with the option

This callback method gets called by parse() when the parameter for a parametric option is read. 
The overloaded method should check for the option being valid; in case it is not valid, it may 
either signal error and exit the application, ignore it or set an error indicator and request the 
parser to terminate by calling terminate().
The parser won't signal error to the calling application, so, in case an invalid option is received, 
an error state should be set in the application or in the parser object.

parse( [args] ) > result

args optional argument vector

Start the parsing process. If args parameter is not provided, then gets the content of the args 
global vector defined in the Core module.
Returns true if the parsing was complete, and false on error (in example, if some element in the 
array wasn't a string).

terminate()

This method should be called from inside one of the CmdlineParser class callbacks. Once called, 
the parser will immediately return true. The calling application can know the position of the last 
parsed parameter by accessing the lastParsed property, and handle the missing parameters as it 
prefers.

The CmdlineParser class is meant to be overloaded by scripts, so that the callbacks provided in the class can be called 
by the parse() method. Once called,  parse() will scan the line and will call in turn onOption(),  onFree() and 
onSwitchOff() callbacks, depending on what kind of arguments it finds in the argument list. If the parsed option 
should provide some value, the script implementing  onOption() should call  expectValue() and then return. The 
next element on the command line will be then passed to onValue(), which will receive the previously parsed option 
and the parsed value as parameters.

Calling the terminate() method from any callback routine will force parse() to terminate and pass the control back to 
the application. The last parsed element will be stored in the property lastParsed, that can be used as an index to read 
the args vector from the last parsed parameter.

Here is a working sample of implementation.

object MyParser from CmdlineParser

   function onOption( option )
      switch option
         case "?", "help"
            self.usage()
         case "d", "m", "l", "long"
            // those options require a parameter; signal it
            self.expectValue()
         case "k"
            // set switch k ON
         case "n"
            // set switch n ON
         case "v", "version"
            // show version
         case "z", "sleep"
            self.terminate()
         default
            self.unrecognized( option )
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      end
   end

   function onValue( option, value )
      switch option
         case "d"
            // set value for option d
         case "m"
            // set value for option m
         case "l", "long"
            // set value for option l
      end
      // can't be anything else, as this function call must
      // be authorized from onOption
   end

   function onFree( param )
      // record the free parameter
   end

   function onSwitchOff( sw )
      switch sw
         case "k"
            // set switch k OFF
         case "n"
            // set switch n OFF
         default
            self.unrecognized( sw )
      end
   end

   function unrecognized( option )
      // Signal some error
   end

   function usage()
      // say something relevant
   end
end

// And in the main program:
MyParser.parse()

Please,  notice  that  callback  methods  in  the  instance  are  called  in  atomic  mode.  The  called  methods  cannot  be 
interrupted by external kind requests, and they cannot sleep or yield the execution to other coroutines. Parsing of the 
whole command line happens in an atomic context, so it's not possible to wait for other coroutines in anyone of the 
callback methods. It is also advisable that methods are simple and straight to the point to minimize the time in which 
the VM is unresponsive to kind requests and time scheduling.

Garbage collecting control

The standard collector strategy (be it set up by the Falcon interpreter or by a specialized application) is adequate for 
the average scripts. However, some scripts meant to start from command line and dealing with time critical data may 
find the action of GC too intrusive, in example occurring at the wrong time. Other times, calculation intensive programs 
may generate a lot of data that they know in advance can be never garbaged during some period. In those case, having 
GC to scan periodically the allocated memory for released blocks is evidently a useless waste of time. 

Finally, some complex scripts may even provide their own collection strategy, based on memory pattern usage that 
they know in advance. Starting the collection loop at time intervals, provided the memory allocation has grown at a 
certain rate, or hasn't grown for a certain time, may be a fitting strategy for some scripts. 
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A sensible  usage  of  the  garbage  collection  control  feature  may  boost  performance  of  calculation  and  memory 
intensive scripts by order of degrees, and may be essential in time critical applications where some part of the process 
has to be performed as fast as possible. 

Consider that some of the functions listed in this section may not be always available. Some embedding application 
may decide to turn some or all of them off for security reasons, as a malevolent script may crash an application very 
fast by turning off automatic GC check-and-reclaim feature and then creating a great amount of garbage. Also, the loop 
maximum execution time control is not present by default in Falcon command line, as the time-deterministic version of 
the garbage collector is sensibly slower, and it would be useless to the vast majority of the scripts.

gcEnable()

gcEnable( mode ) 

mode true to turn automatic GC on, false to turn it off

Virtual machines and some heavy garbage generating functions call periodically a function that checks for the level of 
allocated memory to have reached a critical point. When there is too much allocated memory of uncertain status, a 
garbage collecting loop is started. 

By setting gcEnable to off, this automatic control is skipped, and allocated memory can grow up to physical process 
limits (or VM memory limit constraints, if provided). Setting this value to true will cause VM to perform memory 
control checks again with the usual strategy. 

In case the script is sure to have generated a wide amount of garbage, it is advisable to call explicitly gcPerform() 
before turning automatic GC on, as the “natural” collection loop may start at any later moment, also after several VM 
loops.

gcSetThreshold()

gcSetThreshold( [scanTh], [collectTh] ) 

scanTh amount of memory (in kb) that triggers garbage scan 

collectTh amount of memory (in kb) that triggers collection

This function sets the garbage collection threshold levels that start automatic GC loop. They are both optional; if nil is 
provided in place of one of them, that value is ignored (and stays at it was before). 

The scanTh parameter determines when the automatic check the VM performs triggers a collection loop. When the 
allocated memory is below the scanTh level, nothing happens; when it is above, a collection loop is started.

When the VM determines how much memory is garbage, it checks that value against the collectTh level. A reclaim 
loop is started only if the detected free memory is more than collectTh bytes. 

While scanTh value is not used if  gcEnable() is turned to off,  collectTh level will still determine if the claim 
loop is worth to be taken also in case of explicit gcPerform() calls from scripts. 

The GC level does not take into consideration the real amount of memory that the objects are using, but the memory 
they  report  to  the  VM when they are  created  or  modified.  Other  than  that,  occupied  memory  may include  extra 
structures used by low level allocation (i.e. malloc()) to keep track of used memory, or in case of objects, user data 
which is not directly under the control of the garbage collector. 

After a GC is performed, the threshold levels are automatically adjusted so that GC collection checks and reclaims are 
not performed too often. The adjustment may change on a per VM basis; the default is to set the scanTh to the double 
of the memory that was found actually used, without changing the collectTh. 

Default scanTh is very strict (1MB in this version); this level has the advantage to scale up fast in case of huge scripts 
while still being big enough to let the vast majority of control/embedded scripts to run without GC hindrance for their 
whole life.

gcPerform()

gcPerform( bReclaim )> performed

bReclaim True reclaim all the memory no matter how small.
Performs immediately a garbage collection loop. All the items the script is managing are checked, and the memory 

they  occupy is stored  for  later  reference;  the findings  of  the perform loop  may be  retrieved  by the gcGetParams 
function. If the memory that is found unreferenced is below the memory reclaim threshold level, the function returns 
immediately false. Otherwise, a reclaim loop is performed and some memory gets cleared, and the function returns true.

If  bReclaim is set to true, all the unused memory is immediately reclaimed, without taking into consideration the 
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reclaim threshold.

See gcSetThreshold function for a in-depth of thresholds and memory constraints.

gcSetTimeout()

gcSetTimeout( msTimeout ) 

msTimeout timeout in milliseconds for GC operations.

This function sets the maximum time a collection loop may take, expressed in milliseconds. A timeout of 0 means 
"infinite". 

This functionality is turned off by default. It must be explicitly activated by requesting it at the Falcon command line 
interpreter, or in case of embedding applications, it must be explicitly provided to the VM that is hosting the script. 

This is for two reasons: mainly, checking for time constraints is itself a time consuming operation, especially when 
compared to the atomic operations that a GC loop usually performs. Secondly, a script using this feature may crash the 
host application very soon once environmental condition changes. 

Considering the fact that without a complete GC loop used memory will never decrease, it's easy to see that a strict 
time  constraint  may  prevent  a  full  GC loop  to  ever  take  place.  Even  if  the  time  is  wide  enough  under  normal 
circumstances (i.e. 100ms), if the script is to run ONCE on a heavy used CPU it may end up to be unable to perform the 
GC loop in the specified time, causing the next loops to be penalized, and possibly to never be able again to complete  
the collection under the given constraints. 

If a script and the hosting program are willing to use this feature, the time constraints must be used only when it is 
really needed; they must be periodically turned off (by setting the timeout to 0) or possibly not used at all. 

Of course, this is valid only for the time-constraint aware default GC provided by the Falcon API. Embedders are free 
to implement progressive GCs that may actually perform partial scanning in given time constraints. The "three-colors" 
garbage collector is a classical example. As all the GC strategies providing this feature are intrinsically less efficient 
than a monolithic all-or-nothing approach, and as they turn to be useful only in a very small category of applications 
(usually not delegated to scripting languages), Falcon does not provide any of them (for now). 

However, as the embedders may find this hook useful, it is provided here in the core module, where it interfaces 
directly with a property on the base class handling memory and garbage: MemPool.

gcGetParams() 

gcGetParams( amem, aitm, lmem, ltm, sth, cth, to ) 

amem Amount of allocated memory 

aitm Amount of allocated items 

lmem Amount of alive memory 

litm Amount of alive items 

sth currently set scan threshold 

cth currently set collect threshold 

to currently set collection timeout

This function recovers several statistical data and settings from the virtual machine memory manager. To recover a 
parameter, pass a variable by reference, and pass nil in place of uninteresting parameters; in example, if wishing to 
recover the amount of alive memory and items:

aliveItems = 0
aliveMemory = 0
gcGetParams( nil, nil, $aliveMemory, $aliveItems )

Extra unneeded informations may just be not passed.

The value of the alive memory and items is reliable only after (actually, soon after) a gcPerform() call. The data is 
also stored by automatic GC loops invoked by the VM, but the scripts have no mean to know when they are performed. 
It is reasonable to suppose that the information is still not available if the values returned are both 0. 
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Both alive and allocated item count refers to those items that are actually stored in the memory manager. In fact, not 
every falcon item being available to the program will require garbage collection; only complex and deep items are 
accounted (mainly objects, strings, arrays and dictionaries). 

The informations returned by this function may be used by scripts both for debugging purpose and to build their own 
collection strategy.

Basic object model

Falcon provides a basic object model, (short BOM), which is namely a collection of predefined methods that can be 
applied on any Falcon item, be it an object, or any other basic type.

BOM methods may be overloaded by classes and objects; the only difference between BOM and ordinary methods is 
that, while every item provides them, an explicit test with provides or in operators will fail. In example, an object 
must explicitly provide toString() overloading for the operator provides to report success; testing “item provides 
toString” on an object (or any other item) will fail unless the method is explicitly defined by the tested object.

BOM is sparingly used also by the Virtual Machine. In example, key sorting in dictionaries and relational operators 
uses the “compare()” BOM method. A class may define a personalized ordering by redefining the compare method. 
Also, toString() is often used by the VM to provide consistent output.

Currently, BOM is undifferentiated. Future extension may provide type specific methods.

attribs()

Returns an array of attributes being given to a certain object.

attribs() > attribArray

This method can be used to inspect which attributes are given to a certain object. If the method is called on a non-
object item, an error is raised. If the object hasn't any attribute, an empty array is returned.

toString()

toString( [format] ) > string

format Optional object-specific format string.

Calling this BOM method is equivalent to call toString() core function passing item as the first parameter.

Returns a string representation of the given item. If applied on strings, it returns the string as is, while it converts 
numbers with default internal conversion. Ranges are represented as “[N:M]” where N and M are respectively lower 
and higher limits of the range. Nil values are represented as “Nil”.

The format parameter is not a Falcon format specification, but a specific optional object-specific format that may be 
passed  to  objects  willing  to  use  them.  In  example,  the  TimeStamp class  uses  this  parameter  to  format  its  string 
representation.

len()

len() > item lenght

Equivalent to the Core len() function. Applied on collections and strings, it returns the count of items in the collection, 
or the number of characters in the string. Applied to other values, it returns 0.

first()

first() > iterator

If the item is an array, a dictionary or a string, it returns an iterator pointing to the first element of the collection. If it's 
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a range, it return the begin of the range. In every other case, it returns nil.

last()

last() > iterator

If the item is an array, a dictionary or a string, it returns an iterator pointing to the last element of the collection. If it's 
a range, it return the end of the range, provided the range is not open. In every other case, it returns nil.

compare()

compare( item ) > comparison

item The item against which this item must be compared.

Performs a lexicographical comparison between the self item and the item passed as a parameter. If the item is found 
smaller than the parameter, it returns -1; if the item is greater than the parameter, it returns 1. If the two items are equal, 
it returns 0.

Compare method, if overloaded, is used by the Virtual Machine to perform tests on unknown types (i.e. objects), and 
to sort dictionary keys.

Item different by type are ordered by their type ID, as indicated in the documentation of the typeOf() core function.

 By  default,  string  comparison  is  performed  in  UNICODE  character  order,  and  objects,  classes,  vectors,  and 
dictionaries are ordered by their internal pointer address.

equal()

equal( item ) > trueOrFalse

item The item against which this item must be compared.

Returns true when two items are found identical. It is internally implemented using the compare() BOM method, so 
it is sufficient to overload the compare() method so that it returns 0 when two items are found identical.

type()

type() > typeID

Returns the typeID of this object; it is equivalent to call the core typeOf() function.

className()

className() > cName

If applied on objects, returns the name of the class of which the object is an instance. When applied to classes, it return 
the class symbolic name. In all other cases, return nil.

baseClass()

baseClass() > cls

If applied on objects, returns the class item that has been used to instantiate an object. Calling the returned item is 
equivalent to call the class that instantiated this object.

If the item on which this method is applied is not an object, it returns null.
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derivedFrom()

derivedFrom( clName ) > eval

item The item against which this item must be compared.

If applied on objects, returns true if the given parameter is one of the classes that composes the class hierarchy of the 
object. If applied on class items, it returns true if the parameter is the name of the class or if its the name of one of its 
ancestors. In all the other cases, it return false.
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The Runtime Library
The runtime library represents the set of standard commonly available functionalities that the Falcon users are usually 

expecting to be always loaded in the virtual machine. It includes important functions that manipulates types, as the 
array sorting function, or the dictionary traversal functions. Also, it provides basic I/O support, as file and directory 
manipulation.

Some of the functions that are provided in the RTL, as printl, are a common hook for embedders. In the case of 
printl, which provides a common and comfortable simple output for scripts, embedders usually redirect it to their 
own functions to intercept script output request and redirect them. In some cases, embedders may may find useful to 
disable some functionalities, i.e. removing file/directory functions.

RTL also provides many functions that duplicate operator functionalities. Array partitioning and string concatenations 
are some example.  Those duplicate functions are meant both because they are usually more flexible than the pre-
defined operators, and because, being Falcon a second order language, it is then possible to pass those functions as 
function parameters, or to save those functions in variables; of course, operators cannot be used that way.

However,  operators  are faster  than function calls,  so,  when possible,  use the operators  rather  than the functions. 
Functions duplicating operators are mean to be used when operators cannot possibly be employed, or when the limited 
functionalities of the operators are not enough.

As Falcon grows, some of this functions may be moved in more specific locations; in example, serialization, or system 
I/O functions, or mathematic functions, may be moved in other more specific modules. This depends on the decisions 
of the community for the best usage patterns.

General purpose functions

call()

Indirectly calls an item.

call( function [, parameters] ) > returnValue
call( callList ) > returnValue

function A callable item.

parameters The an array containing the parameters that is passed to the function (optionally).

callList An array whose first parameter is the function to be called, and the others will be used as function 
parameters.

This function is meant to indirectly call a function. While pass and pass/in statements are meant to provide maximum 
efficiency  in  intercepting  the  functions,  arrayCall  is  meant  to  provide  different  calling  patterns  (i.e.  parameter 
mangling) in runtime.

The second prototype allows to use “callable lists”. LISP like semantics can be achieved via this function.

The callable item, be it the first parameter of the first prototype or the first element in the callable array, may be any 
callable Falcon item. This includes normal  functions,  external  functions,  methods and classes (in which case their 
constructor is called and a new instance is returned).

The function returns the value that is returned by the called item.

If the symbol that is in the position of the item to be called is not a callable object, a ParamError is raised.

input()

Get some text from the user.

input() > string

Reads a line from the standard input stream and returns a string containing the read data. This is mainly meant as a 
test/debugging function to provide the scripts with minimal console base user input support. When in need of reading 
lines from the standard input, prefer the readLine() method of the input stream object. 
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This function may also be overloaded by embedders to provide the scripts with a common general purpose input 
function, that returns a string that the user is queried for.

inspect()

Displays the deep contents of an item.

inspect( item )

item The item to be inspected

This is mainly a debugging function that prints all the available informations on the item on the standard output 
stream. This function should not be used except for testing scripts and checking what they put in arrays, dictionaries, 
objects, classes or simple items.

itemCopy()

Copies the given item.

itemCopy( item ) > otherItem

item The item to be copied

This function returns a shallow copy of the given item. Being shallow, modifying the contents of the returned item 
may  also  modify  the  original  copy.  In  example,  if  an  array  containing  other  arrays  is  copied  with  this  function, 
changing one of the arrays inside the returned item will cause the same sub-array in the original to reflect the modify.

marshalCB()

Perform an event marshaling callback from inside an object.

marshalCB( message [, prefix, when_not_found] ) > return_value

message An array where the first element is an event name.

prefix Prefix for event handlers.

when_not_found Return value in case an event handler for the given event is not found.

This function performs automatic callback on objects that should receive and handle events. The event is an array 
whose first element is the event name, and the other elements are the parameters for the handler. This function will 
search the calling object for a callable property having the same name of the event that should be handled. MarshallCB 
may also search the current object, if it is directly assigned to a property of an object, and not called from an object. 

An optional prefix for the callback handlers may be given. If given, an handler for a certain event should be prefixed 
with that string to manage a certain event. In example, suppose that all the event handlers in the current object are 
prefixed with “on_”, so that the event “new_item” is handled by “on_new_item” handler, “item_removed” is handled 
by “on_item_removed” and so on. Then, it is possible to pass “on_” as the prefix parameter.

Some prefer to have handlers with a prefix and the first letter of the event capitalized. In example, it is common to 
have event “newFile” handled by “onNewFile” method, and so on. This convention will be acknowledged and used if 
the last character of the handler prefix is a single quote; in this example, to handle “newFile” (or “NewFile”) events 
through and “onNewFile” handler, the prefix should be set as “on'”.

The when_not_found parameter is returned in case the event handler is not found. It is a common situation not to be 
willing to handle some events, and that is not necessarily an error condition. The marshalCB function may return, in 
example, an out of band item (see page 14) to signal this fact, or it may just return a reasonable “not processed” value, 
as nil or false. If this parameter is not provided, not finding a valid handler will cause an access error to be raised.

marshalCBR()

Perform an event marshaling callback from inside an object.
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marshalCBR( prefix, message ) > return_value

when_not_found Return value in case an event handler for the given event is not found.

prefix Prefix for event handlers.

This method works as marshalCB, but the order of the parameter is changed to make it easier to be used directly as 
object properties. 

Conversely to marshalCBX, marshalCBR will raise an access error in case the handler is not found.

marshalCBX()

Perform an event marshalling callback from inside an object.

marshalCBX( prefix, when_not_found, message ) > return_value

when_not_found Return value in case an event handler for the given event is not found.

prefix Prefix for event handlers.

message An array where the first element is an event name.

This method works as marshalCB, but the order of the parameter is changed to make it easier to be used directly as 
object properties. Consider the following example:

object handler
   marshaller = [marshalCBX, "on_", false ]

   function on_new_item( item )
       > "a new item: ", item
   end
end

event = ["new_item", 0 ]
handler.marshaller( event )

In this way it is possible to stuff the marshaller in a simple declaration inside the object property declaration block, 
instead defining a marshaling method that had to call marshalCBX.

methodCall()

Indirectly calls an object method.

methodCall( obj, propertyName, [, parameters] ) > returnValue

obj The object whose method is to be called.

propertyName A string containing the name of a method that can be found in obj.

parameters An array containing the parameters that will be passed to the method.

This  function  is  meant  to  indirectly  call  a  method  whose  name  is  known.  It's  effect  it's  the  same  as  calling 
getProperty() to retrieve the method object and then using that item in the arrayCall() function; however, the item is not 
repeatedly needed, this function is more efficient.

The function returns the same value that is returned by the method.

If the object does not contain the required property, a ParamError is raised.

If the property exists but it's not a callable item, a TypeError is raised.

print()

Prints the contents of various items to the standard output stream.
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print( ... )

This function is the default way for a script to say something to the outer world. Scripts can expect print to do a 
consistent thing with respect  to the environment they work in; stand alone scripts will have the printed data to be 
represented on the VM output stream. The stream can be overloaded to provide application supported output; by default 
it just passes any write to the process output stream.

The items passed to print are just printed one after another, with no separation. After print return, the standard output 
stream is flushed and the cursor is moved past the last character printed. The function printl must be used, or a newline 
character must be explicitly placed among the output items.

Print function has no support for pretty print (i.e. numeric formatting, space padding and so on). Also, it does NOT 
automatically call the toString() method of objects.

printl()

Prints the contents of various items to the VM standard output stream, and adds a newline.

printl( ... )

See the description of print().

seconds()

Returns the number of seconds since the “epoch” as reported by the system.

seconds() > numericData

Actually, this function returns a floating point number which represents seconds and fraction of seconds elapse since a 
conventional  time.  This  function  is  mainly  meant  to  be  used  to  take  intervals  of  time  inside  the  script,  with  a 
millisecond precision. 

systemErrorDescription()

Returns a system dependent message explaining an integer error code.

systemErrorDescription( errorCode ) > errorDesc

errorCode A (possibly) numeric error code that some system function has returned.

This function is meant to provide the users (and the developers) with a minimal support to get an hint on why some 
system function failed, without having to consult the system manual pages. The fsError  field of the Error class can be 
fed directly inside this function. 

Math functions

abs()

Returns the absolute value of a number. 

abs( x ) > absValue

x A number

If the argument is an integer, then an integer is returned, otherwise the return value will be a floating point number.
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acos()

Returns the arc cosine of the argument. 

acos( x ) > angle

x A floating point number

This function computes the principal value of the arc cosine of their argument x. The value of x should be in the range 
[-1,1]. 

The return value is expressed in radians.

The function may raise an error if the value cannot be computed because of domain or overflow errors.

asin()

Returns the arc sine of the argument. 

asin( x ) > angle

x A floating point number

This function computes the principal value of the arc sine of their argument x. The value of x should be in the range 
[-1,1]. 

The return value is expressed in radians.

The function may raise an error if the value cannot be computed because of domain or overflow errors.

atan()

Returns the arc cosine of the argument. 

atan( x ) > angle

x A floating point number

This function computes the principal value of the arc tangent of their argument  x. The value of  x should be in the 
range [-1,1]. 

The return value is expressed in radians.

The function may raise an error if the value cannot be computed because of domain or overflow errors.

atan2()

Compute the arc tangent of x / y.

atan2( x, y ) > angle

x A floating point number (numerator of the tangent)

y A floating point number (denominator of the tangent)

This function computes the principal value of the arc tangent of x/y, using the signs of both arguments to determine 
the quadrant of the return value. 

The return value is expressed in radians.

The function may raise an error if the value cannot be computed because of domain or overflow errors.
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ceil()

Returns the greatest integer near to the given value

ceil( x ) > integer

x A number

Ceil function returns the highest integer near to a given floating point number. In example, ceil of 1.1 is 2, and ceil of 
-1.1 is -1. If an integer number is given, then the function returns the same number.

cos()

Returns the cosine of the argument. 

cos( x ) > cosine

x An angle in radians.

The return value is expressed in radians.

The function may raise an error if the value cannot be computed because of domain or overflow errors.

deg2rad()

Converts an angle expressed in degrees in radians.

deg2rad( degrees ) > radians

degrees An angle in degrees

exp()

Returns ex

exp( x ) > exponential

x The number being used for exponential.

fint()

Returns the integer part of a floating point number as a floating point number.

fint( x ) > integer

x A number

Fint function works like the core int() function, but it returns a floating point number. In example, fint() applied on 
3.58e200 will return the same number, while int() would raise a range error, as the number cannot be represented in a 
integer number that can store numbers up to +-2^63.

floor()

Returns the smallest integer near to the given value

floor( x ) > integer

x A number

Floor function returns the smallest integer near to a given floating point number. In example, floor of 1.9 is 1, and 
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floor of -1.9 is -2. If an integer number is given, then the function returns the same number. This is similar to fint(), but 
in case of negative numbers fint() would return the integer part; in case of -1.9 it would return -1.

fract()

Returns the fractional part of a number.

fract( number ) > floatPart

number A floating point number

log()

Returns the natural logarithm of the argument.

log( argument ) > natural_logarithm

argument A numeric value.

The function may raise an error if the value cannot be computed because of domain or overflow errors.

pow()

Returns xy

pow( x, y ) > power

x A numeric value that will be used as base for the power.

y A numeric value that will be used as exponent for the power.

The exponent may be negative or fractional. A square root can be performed calling pow( value, 0.5 ).

The function may raise an error if the value cannot be computed because of domain or overflow errors.

rad2deg()

Converts an angled expressed in radians into degrees.

rad2deg( radians ) > degrees

radians An angle in radians

random()

Returns a pseudo random number. This function has actually several functionalities that are selected depending on the 
parameters.

random() > realNumber

This version of random returns a real number in the interval [0, 1[. This means that the returned number may possibly 
be zero, but it will never be 1.

random( intNum ) > integer

intNum An integer value greater than 0

This version of the function will return an integer value between 0 and the given number, included. If the parameter is 
float, it will be truncated to the smallest near integer.
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random( min, max ) > integer

min A minimum integer value

max A maximum integer value

This version of the function returns a number in the interval [min, max]. If numeric values are provided as parameters,  
they are truncated to the smallest near integer.

random( ... ) > item

When more than two items are passed, or when one of the two items is something different from a number, this 
function selects one of the arguments at random, and returns it.

randomChoice()

Selects one of the arguments at random and returns it.

randomChoice( ... ) > item

This function works as random() when there are more than two items, but its usage is not ambiguous in case there are 
two items from which to choice.  The function raises an error if less than two parameters are passed.

randomGrab()

Grabs repeatedly random elements from an array

randomGrab( elements, size ) > array

elements An array from which items will be extracted

size Count of extracted items

 This function extracts a desired amount of items from the elements array, putting them in a new array that will be 
returned. Items left in the elements array have a fair chance to be selected and removed at every step.  If  the size 
parameter is greater or equal than the size of the elements array, the array is eventually emptied and all the items are 
moved to the new array, actually performing a complete fair shuffling of the original.

This function is suitable to emulate card shuffling or other random extraction events.

randomPick()

Picks one of the elements contained in an array and returns it.

randomPick( elements ) > item

elements An array containing one or more items

If the array is empty, an error is raised.

randomWalk()

Performs a random walk in an array.

randomWalk( elements, size ) > array

elements An array containing one or more items

size Desire size of the walk.

This function picks zero or more elements from the given array, storing them in a new array. Elements can be picked 
up repeatedly, and the size of the target array may be larger than the size of the original one.
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If the requested target size is zero, or if the original array is empty, an empty array is returned.

randomSeed()

Performs the seeding of the random number generator.

randomSeed( [seed] )

seed An integer number being used as random seed

The random seed should be set  once per  program, possibly using a number that  is likely to vary greatly  among 
different executions. A good seed may be the return of the seconds() function, eventually multiplied by 1000 to make 
the milliseconds to take part in the seeding. If called without parameters, a number based on the current system timer 
setting will be used.

Repeated  calls  to  random(),  and  calls  based  on  random function  as  randomChoice,  randomPick  and  so on,  will 
produce the same sequences if randomSeed() is called with the same seed.

Using a constant number as random seed may be a good strategy to produce predictable debug sequences.

round()

Rounds a floating point to the nearest integer.

round( x ) > integer

x A number

Round returns the nearest integer value of a given floating point number. If the fractional part of the number is greater 
or equal to 0.5, the number is rounded up to the nearest biggest integer in absolute value, while if it's less than 0.5 the 
number is rounded down to the mere integer part. In example, 1.6 is rounded to 2, -1.6 is rounded to -2, 1.2 is rounded 
to 1 and -1.2 is rounded to -1.

sin()

Returns the cosine of the argument. 

sin( x ) > sine

x An angle in radians.

The return value is expressed in radians.

The function may raise an error if the value cannot be computed because of domain or overflow errors.

tan()

Returns the cosine of the argument. 

tan( x ) > tangent

x An angle in radians.

The return value is expressed in radians.

The function may raise an error if the value cannot be computed because of domain or overflow errors.
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Array functions

arrayAdd()

Adds an element to an array.

arrayAdd( array, element )

array The array where to add the new item.

element The new item.

The element will be added at the end of the array, and its size will be increased by one.

arrayBuffer()

Creates an array filled with nil items.

arrayBuffer( size ) > array

size The length of the returned array.

This function is useful when the caller knows the number of needed items. In this way, it is just necessary to set the 
various elements to their values, rather than adding them to the array. This will result in faster operations.

arrayCopy()

Copies an array or part of it.

arrayCopy( array [, start, end ] ) > newArray

array The original array

start If given, the first element from where to copy

end If given, one-past-last element to be copied.

Actually, this function calls the range-access operator with a complete interval ([:]) if neither start or end are given, an 
open interval ([start:]) if only start is given and a full range if both start and end are given. This means that the range 
operation rules apply 1:1 to this function. If end is smaller than start, the copy order is reversed, and if they are the 
same, an empty array is created. The end parameter, if given, must be one past the last element to be copied; so:

ret = arrayCopy( source, 5, 6 )

will create an array containing only the element at position 5 in the source array.

arrayDel()

Deletes the first element matching a given item.

arrayDel( array, item ) > isRemoved

array The array that is to be changed

item The item that must be deleted.

The function scans the array searching for an item that is considered equal to the given one. If such an item can be 
found, it is removed and the function returns true. If the item cannot be found, false is returned.

Only the first item matching the given one will be deleted.
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arrayDelAll()

Deletes all the occurrences of a given item in an array.

arrayDelAll( array, item ) > isRemoved

array The array that is to be changed

item The item that must be deleted.

This function removes all the elements of the given array that are considered equivalent to the given item. If one or 
more elements have been found and deleted, the function will return true, else it will return false.

arrayFilter()

Filters an array using a given function.

arrayFilter ( array, filterFunc [, start, end] ) > filteredArray

array The array to be filtered.

filterFunc A function to filter the array

start Optional first element to be filtered.

end Optional last element +1 to be filtered.

This function perform what is usually defined a “mapping” of the source structure into a target array. The filterFunc 
parameter is a user-provide callable item that will be called once for each item in the specified array range; if the 
function returns a true value, the item is copied in the returned array, otherwise it is ignored. The filter function may 
actually be any kind of callable, including methods and external functions.

In case the function never returns true, an empty array is returned.

A start-end range may optionally be specified to limit the mapping to a part of the array. As for other functions in this 
module, the range will cause mapping for the items from start to end-1.

Filter function is called in atomic mode. The called function cannot be interrupted by external kind requests, and it 
cannot sleep or yield the execution to other coroutines.

arrayFind()

Searches for a given item in an array.

arrayFind ( array, item [, start, end] ) > position

array The array that will be searched

item The item that must be searched

start Optional first element to be searched

end Optional last element + 1 to be searched

This function searches the array for a given item (or for an item considered equivalent to the given one). If that item is 
found, the item position is returned, else -1 is returned.

An optional range may be specified to limit the search in the interval start included, end excluded.

arrayIns()

Inserts an item at a given position in the array.

arrayIns ( array, pos, item )

array The array that will be modified
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arrayIns ( array, pos, item )

pos The position at which the item must be placed

item The item to be inserted.

The item is inserted before the given position. If pos is 0, the item is inserted in the very first position, while if it's 
equal to the array length, it is appended at the array tail.

arrayHead()

Extracts the first element of an array and returns it.

arrayHead ( array ) > firstElem

array The array that will be modified

This function removes the first item of the array and returns it. If the original array is empty, RangeError is raised.

arrayMerge()

Inserts an item at a given position in the array.

arrayMerge ( array1, array2 [, mergePos, start, end] )

array1 Array containing the first half of the merge, that will be modified.

array2 Array containing the second half of the merge, read-only

insertPos Optional position of array 1 at which to place array2

start First element of array2 to merge in array1

end Last element – 1 of array2 to merge in array1

The items in array2 are appended to the end of array1, or in case an mergePos is specified, they are inserted at the 
given position. If mergePos is 0, they are inserted at beginning of array1, while if it's equal to array1 size they are 
appended at the end. An optional start parameter may be used to specify the first element in the array2 that must be 
copied in array1; if given, the parameter end will specify the last element that must be copied plus 1; that is elements 
are copied from array2 in array1 from start to end excluded. 

The items are copied shallowly. This means that if an object is in array2 and it's modified thereafter, both array2 and 
array1 will grant access to the modified object.

arrayRemove()

Removes one or more elements in the array.

arrayRemove( array, itemPos, [, lastItemPos] )

array The array from which items must be removed

itemPos The position of the item to be removed, or the first of the items to be removed

lastItemPos The last item to be removed

Remove one item or a range of items. The size of the array is shortened accordingly.

arrayResize()

Changes the size of the array.
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arrayResize( array, newSize )

array The array that will be resized

newSize The new size that the array must be lengthen 

If the given size is smaller than the current size, the array is shortened. If it's larger, the array is grown up to the 
desired size, and the missing elements are filled by adding nil values.

arrayScan()

Searches an array for an item satisfying arbitrary criteria

arrayScan( array, scanFunc [, start, end] ) > position

array The array that will be searched.

scanFunc Function that verifies the criterion

start An optional index from which to start the search.

end The upper end of the scan range.

With this function, it is possible to specify an arbitrary search criterion.  The items in the array are fed one after 
another as the single parameter to the provided scanFunc, which may be any Falcon callable item, including a method. 
If the scanFunc returns true, the scan is interrupted and the index of the item is returned. If the search is unsuccesful, -1 
is returned. 

An optional start parameter may be provided to begin searching from a certain point on. If also an end parameter is 
given, the search is taken between start included and end excluded (that is, the search terminates when at the element 
before the position indicated by end).

Scan function is called in atomic mode. The called function cannot be interrupted by external kind requests, and it 
cannot sleep or yield the execution to other coroutines.

arraySort()

Sorts an array, possibly using an arbitrary ordering criterion.

arraySort( array [, sortFunc] )

array The array that is going to be sorted

sortFunc A function used to compare two items.

The function sorts the contents of the array so that the first element is the smaller one, and the last element is the 
bigger one. String sorting is performed lexicographically. To sort the data based on an arbitrary criterion, or to sort 
complex items, or objects, based on some of their contents, the caller may provide a sortFunc that will receive two 
parameters. The sortFunc must return -1 if the first parameter is to be considered smaller than the second, 0 if they are 
the same and 1 if the second parameter is considered greater.

Sort function is called in atomic mode. The called function cannot be interrupted by external kind requests, and it 
cannot sleep or yield the execution to other coroutines.

arrayTail()

Extracts the first element of an array and returns it.

arrayTail( array ) > lastElem

array The array that will be modified

This function removes the last item of the array and returns it. If the original array is empty, RangeError is raised.
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Dictionary functions

dictClear()

Removes all the items stored in a dictionary.

dictClear( dict )

dict A dictionary

Removes all the items from a dictionary.

dictBest()

Returns an iterator set to a given key, or finds the best position for its insertion.

dictBest( dict, key ) > iterator

dict A dictionary

key The key to be found

If the key is found in the dictionary, an iterator pointing to that key is returned. It is then possible to change the value 
of the found item, insert one item after or before the returned iterator or eventually delete the key. If the key is not 
found, an iterator pointing to the first key greater than the searched one is returned. The position is so that an insertion 
there would place the key in the right order. If the key is not found, the returned iterator is marked as out-of-band (see 
oob() at page 14).

The method insert() of the Iterator class is optimized so that if the iterator is already in a valid position where to 
insert its key, the binary search is not performed again. Compare:

d = [ "a" => 1, "c"=>2 ]

// two searches
if "b" notin d
   d["b"] = 0
else
   d["b"]++
end
 
// one search
iter = dictFind( dict, "b" )
isoob(iter) ? iter.insert( "b", 0 ) : iter.value( iter.value() + 1 )

In the first case, the insertion of a special value in a dictionary where the value is still not present has required a first 
search then a second one at insertion or modify. In the second case, the iterator can use the position information it has 
stored to avoid a second search.

This function can also be used just to know what is the nearest key being present in the dictionary. The searched key 
is  greater  than  the one  that  can  be reached  with  Iterator.prev(),  and less or  equal  than  the  one  pointed.  If 
Iterator.hasPrev() is  false,  then  the  searched  key  is  smaller  than  any  other  in  the  collection,  and  if 
Iterator.hasCurrent() is false, then the key is greater than any other.

dictFind()

Returns an iterator set to a given key.

dictFind( dict, key ) > iterator

dict A dictionary

key The key to be found
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If the key is found in the dictionary, an iterator pointing to that key is returned. It is then possible to change the value 
of the found item, insert one item after or before the returned iterator or eventually delete the key. If the key is not 
found, the function returns nil.

dictGet()

Retreives a value associated with the given key.

dictGet( dict, key ) > value

dict A dictionary

key The key to be found

Return the value associated with the key, if present, or one of the values if more than one key matching the given one  
is present. If not present, the value returned will be nil. Notice that nil may be also returned if the value associated with 
a given key is exactly nil. In c case the key cannot be found, the returned value will be marked as OOB (see oob() at 
page 14).

dictKeys()

Returns an array containing all the keys in the dictionary.

dictKeys( dict ) > keyArray

The returned keyArray contains all the keys in the dictionary. The values in the returned array are not necessarily 
sorted; however, they respect the internal dictionary ordering, which depends on a hashing criterion.

If the dictionary is empty, then an empty array is returned.

dictInsert()

Inserts a pair of key => value to the dictionary.

dictInsert( dict, key, value )

dict A dictionary

key The key that will map the value

value The value to be inserted

The function works exactly as a standard dictionary assignment. If the key is not present, the value is just appended. If 
it's present, the old value is discarded and the new value takes its place.

dictMerge()

Merges two dictionaries.

dictMerge( destDict, sourceDict )

destDict The dictionary where the merge will take place.

sourceDict A dictionary that will be inserted in destDict

The function allows to merge two dictionaries. If the optional parameter is not given, or false, in case of keys in 
sourceDict matching the ones in destDict, the relative values will be overwritten with the ones coming from sourceDict. 

dictRemove()

Removes a given key from the dictionary.
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dictRemove( dict, key ) > status

dict A dictionary

key The key to be removed

If the given key is found, it is removed from the dictionary, and the function returns true. If it's not found, it returns 
false.

dictValues()

Extracts all the values in the dictionary.

dictValues( dict ) > arrayOfValues

dict A dictionary

The returned array contains all the value in the dictionary, in the same order by which they can be accessed via the 
dictValueAt() function. If the dictionary is empty, then an empty array is returned.

Directory class

The Directory class is used by DirectoryOpen() function to return an object that the user can iterate upon. It should not 
be created directly, but only through DirectoryOpen.

class Directory() 

Methods

read() > string

Returns the next entry in the directory, or nil if done.

close()

Closes the directory object.

error()

Returns the last system error code that the directory operation causes.

The caller should repeatedly call the read() method until nil is returned. In case an error is raised, the error() method 
may be called to get informations on the cause that raised the error.

After the read is complete, the caller should call close() to free the resources associated with the object. The garbage 
collector will eventually take care of it, but it is better to close the object as soon as possible.

Directory functions

Directory functions are currently under development. The general principle is that they should be, where possible, 
multiplatform and portable, with some extensions working only on specific OSes.  Also, the general idea on failure is 
that they should raise an error when success is expected, and return an error value when failure is likely. However, the 
behavior of the function listed in this section is subject to sudden change, as the contribution of the community (even if 
just in form of suggestion) is vital.

dirChange()

Changes the current working directory.

dirChange( newDir )
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newDir The new working directory.

On success, the working directory is changed to the specified one. The path must be indicated in Falcon conventions 
(forward slashes separating directories). On failure, an IoError is raised.

dirCurrent()

Returns the current working directory.

dirCurrent() > workingDir

On success, a string containing the current working directory is returned. The path is in Falcon convention (forward 
slashes). If any system error occurs, an IoError is raised.

dirMake()

Creates a new directory.

dirMake() > workingDir

On success, a string containing the current working directory is returned. The path is in Falcon convention (forward 
slashes). If any system error occurs, an IoError is raised.

dirMakeLink()

On systems supporting symbolic links, creates a softlink to a file.

dirMakeLink( source, dest ) > status

source The original file path

dest The path to the link file

The path of both source and dest parameter is to be expressed in Falcon convention (forward slashes), and can be both 
relative to the working directory or absolute.

Currently, the function works only on UNIX systems; Windows platforms have recently added this functionality, but 
they are still not supported by this function at the moment.

On success, the function returns true. On failure, it returns false. In case the function is not supported, it just returns 
false. (Comments are welcome).

dirReadLink()

On systems supporting symbolic links, returns the linked file.

dirMakeLink( linkPath ) > origPath

linkPath A path to a symbolic link.

If  the target  file  in the linkPath parameter  is  a symbolic link and  can be read,  the return value will  be a string 
containing the file the link is pointing to. Otherwise, the function will return nil. Function will return nil also on system 
where symbolic links are not supported.

dirRemove()

Removes an empty directory.

dirRemove( dir )
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dir The path to the directory to be removed.

The function removes an empty directory. On failure an error with code 10012 will be raised.

fileChmod()

Changes UNIX access right to a directory entry.

fileChmod( path, mode ) > success

path A file or otherwise valid directory entry.

mode The new access mode

This function will work only on UNIX systems. The file access mode will be set along the octal access right defined 
by POSIX. See man 3 chmod for details.

On success, the function returns true, on failure or where not supported, it returns zero.

fileChgroup()

Changes UNIX group id for a directory entry

fileChgroup( path, groupID )

path A file or otherwise valid directory entry.

groupID The numeric ID of the new group.

This function changes the group ownership of the given file.

On success, the function returns true, on failure or where not supported, it returns zero.

fileChown()

Changes UNIX group id for a directory entry

fileChown( path, ownerID )

path A file or otherwise valid directory entry.

ownerID The numeric user ID of the new owner.

This function changes the user ownership of the given file.

On success, the function returns true, on failure or where not supported, it returns zero.

fileMove()

Renames a file locally.

fileMove( sourcePath, destPath )

sourcePath The path of the file to be moved

destPath The path of the destination file

This function actually renames a file. Usually, it will file if the caller tries to move the file across filesystems (i.e. on 
different discs). 

On failure, an IoError is raised.
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fileName()

Determines the name of a file in a complete path.

fileName( path ) > name

path A string containing a path.

The function determines the filename part of a complete path name. The returned filename includes the extension, if 
present. The filename does not need to represent a file actually existing in the system.

If the filename part cannot be determined, an empty string is returned.

fileNameSplit()

Splits a filename in four elements.

fileNameSplit( filename ) > fourElementsArray

filename The a string containing the filename to be splited.

This function analyzes the given filename and separates it in disk/server specification, path, file name and extension, 
returning them in a 4 string element array. If one of the elements is not present in the filename, the corresponding 
location is set to nil.

The extension dot, the disk/server specification colon and the last slash of the path are removed from the returned 
strings.

fileNameMerge()

Merges four elements into a complete path.

fileNameMerge( elementsArray ) > fullpath

elementsArray An array containing 4 elements.

Also available in this version:

fileNameMerge( spec, path, filename, ext ) > fullpath

spec The disk or server specification, or nil

path Path to the file, or nil

filename filename, or nil

ext extension, or nil

The final path is composed by adding a colon after the disk/server specification, a slash after the path and a dot before 
the extension. If  one of the elements is nil,  its separation character is not added, while if it's empty the separation 
character only is added.

Compare:

file1 = fileNameMerge( “C”, nil, “file”, “txt” )
printl( file1 )   // > “C:file.txt” 

file2 = fileNameMerge( “C”, “”, “file”, “txt” )
printl( file2 )    // > “C:/file.txt” 

This logic is the same of fileNameSplit, which would have returned a nil for the path if the complete name would have 
been like that one in the first example, and an empty string if the complete name would have been like the one of the 
second example.
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filePath()

Return the path part in a complete filename.

filePath( fullpath ) > path

fullpath A string containing a path.

The function determines the filename part of a complete path name. The returned filename includes the host or disk 
specification, if present. The filename does not need to represent a file actually existing in the system.

fileRemove()

Removes a file from the system.

filePath( filename ) 

filename The name, relative or absolute path of the file to be removed.

This function tries to remove a file from the filesystem. If unsuccessful, an error with code 10015 is raised.

Directory factory functions

DirectoryOpen()

Opens a directory and returns a directory object.

DirectoryOpen( dirname ) 

dirname A relative or absolute path to a directory

If the function is successful, an instance of the Directory class is returned. The instance can be used to retrieve the 
directory entries one at a time.

On failure, an IoError instance is raised.

Environment parameter functions

Environment variables are an handful way to provide system wide configuration. Falcon RTL getenv(), setenv() and 
unsetenv() functions peek and manipulates environment variables. 

Variables set with "setenv()" will be available to child processes in case they are launched with the utilities in the 
Process module.

getenv()

getenv( varName ) > value 

varName Environment variable name (as a string) 

This function returns a string containing the value set for the given environment variable by the operating system 
before starting the Falcon process or or by a previous call to setenv(). If the given variable name is not declared, the 
function will return nil. 

On some systems (e.g. windows), setting a variable to an empty string is equivalent to unsetting it, so getenv() will 
never  return  an empty string.  On other  systems,  environment  variables  may be set  to  empty  strings,  that  may be 
returned by getenv(). 
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As falcon treats both empty strings and nil as "false" value in tests, you may simply test for...

res = getenv( "SomeVar" )
if not res
   ....
end

and specify nil or empty string only if needed.

setenv()

setenv( varName, value ) 

varName Environment variable name (as a string) 

value a value for the given variable 

This function sets the given value for the given environment variable. The varName parameter must be a string, while 
value may be any Falcon value. If the value is not a string, it will be converted
using the toString() function.

If the variable was previously set to a different value, its value is changed; if it doesn't existed, it is created. 

The function  may fail  if  the system cannot  perform the operation;  this may happen  if  the space that  the system 
reserves for environment variables is exhausted. In this case, the function raises an error.

unsetenv()

unsetenv( varName ) 

varName  Environment variable name (as a string) 

This function removes a given variable setting, causing subsequents getenv( varName ) to return nil.

FileStat class

The  FileStat  class  holds  informations  on  a  single  directory  entry.  It  is  returned  by  the  FileReadStats()  factory 
functions, but it can be also instantiated as FileStat; then the readStats() method can be used to fill the content of the 
instance with actual data from the file system.

class FileStat() 

Properties

access POSIX access mode

atime Last access time, expressed as a TimeStamp instance

attribs DOS Attributes

ctime Creation time or last attribute change time, expressed as a TimeStamp instance

group Group ID of the given file

mtime Last modify time, expressed as a TimeStamp instance

owner Owner ID of the given file

size File size

type File type – see table below.

Methods

readStats( filename ) > success
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filename Relative or absolute path to a file for which stats must be read

Fills the contents of this object with informations on the given file. If the stats of the required file 
can be read, the function returns true.

Both access and attribs properties are given a value respectively only on POSIX or MS-Windows systems; their value 
is the underlying numeric value the system provides. The ctime property has a different meaning in MS-Windows and 
POSIX system. In the former,  is the time at which the file has been created; in the latter is the time when the file 
ownership flags have been last changed, which may or may not be the same as file creation time.

Times are returned as a TimeStamp class instance; the time is always expressed as local system time.

File type is one of the following values: 

● FILE_TYPE_NORMAL

● FILE_TYPE_DIR

● FILE_TYPE_PIPE

● FILE_TYPE_LINK

● FILE_TYPE_DEVICE

● FILE_TYPE_SOCKET

● FILE_TYPE_UNKNOWN

FileStat Factory functions

FileReadStats()

Reads the stats of a file and returns a FileStat instance.

FileReadStats( filename ) > stats

filename Relative or absolute path to a file for which stats must be read

On success, retunrs a new instance of the FileStat class; on failure, nil is returned.

List class

The list class implements a double linked list of generic Falcon items that has some hooking with the falcon VM. 
Particularly, instances of the List class can be used as parameters for the Iterator constructor,  or an iterator can be 
generated for them using first() and last() BOM methods. Also, instances of the List class can be used as any other 
sequence in for/in loops. In example, the following code:

descr = List("blue", "red", "gray", "purple")

for color in descr
  forfirst

 >> "Grues are ", color
      continue
  end
  formiddleall: >> ", ", color 
  forlast: > " and ", color, "."
end

 prints: 

Grues are blue, red, gray and purple.

class List( ... ) 
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This constructor creates a list that may be initially filled with the items passed as parameters. The 
items are inserted in the order they are passed.

Methods

back() > lastItem

Returns the last item in the list. If the list is empty an access exception will be raised.

clear()

Removes all the items in this list.

empty() > isEmpty

Returns true if this class is empty, that is, if it doesn't contain any element.

erase( iterator ) > bSuccess

If the given iterator is a valid iterator to an item of this class, the item is removed and the function 
returns true; the iterator is also moved forward as if its next() method was called. Other iterators 
currently active on this list are still valid after this call, except for those pointing to the deleted item 
which are invalidated.

first() > iterator

Returns an iterator to the first element of the list. If the list is empty, an invalid iterator will be 
returned, but an insertion on that iterator will succeed and append an item to the list.

insert( iterator, item )

iterator An iterator to this list pointing to the position where insert will take place

item The item to be inserted

Inserts an item at the position indicated by the iterator. After a successful insert, the new item is placed 
before the old one and the iterator points to the new item. In example, if inserting at the position 
indicated by first(), the new item is appended in front of the list and the iterator still points to the first 
item. To insert at the end of the list, get last() iterator, and move it forward with next(). The iterator is 
then invalidated, but an insert() will append an item at the end of the list, and the iterator will point to 
that item. To repeat insertions at the end, call next() after each insert.
If the iterator is invalid (and not pointing to the last-past-one element), an access exception will be 
rasied.

last() > iterator

Returns an iterator to the last element of the list. If the list is empty, an invalid iterator will be 
returned, but an insertion on that iterator will succeed and append an item to the list.

len() > numOfItems

Returns the number of items that are currently in the list.

pop() > item

Removes the last item from the list (and returns it). If the list is empty, an access exception is raised.

popFront() > item

Removes the first item from the list (and returns it). If the list is empty, an access exception is raised.

push( item )

item The item to be pushed

Appends given item to the end of the list.

pushFront( item )

item The item to be pushed

Adds the given item in front of the list.
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Serialization functions

Serialization functions allow to flatten a Falcon item, or a sequence of items, on a stream for later retrieval, storage or 
transmission. At the moment, custom serialization is not supported. This means that all the basic items, as strings and 
numbers, plus arrays and dictionaries are supported. Objects are partially supported: when they are fully derived from 
Falcon classes, or declared as “object” by the scripts, the serialization and de-serialization are successful. However, 
there is no mechanism to support creation of user-specific data, as the “load” that objects can carry internally in behalf 
of embedding applications.

Nevertheless, if there is the need, objects may be serialized/deserialized with the provided functions, and after the de-
serialization step, a custom mechanism may be used to re-create application specific data. 

However, it is necessary that the deserializing application has access to the same classes that were used to create the 
serialized object.

Notice  that  also  functions  are  correctly  serialized  and  deserialized.  This  means  that  their  status  and  value  are 
preserved; also, static block is not re-executed in case the function is re-entered after a de-serialization. However, static 
data is not internally stored in the function, and it must be serialized and deserialized separately.

deserialize()

Deserializes a item from a stream.

deserialize( stream ) > item

stream An instance of the Stream class or of one class derived from it

The returned item is a new copy of the item that has been previously serialized on the given stream. After the read, the 
stream pointer is left ready for a new read, so that items that are serialized in sequence may be deserialized in the same 
order.

If the underlying stream read causes an i/o failure, an error is raised.

Also, an error is raised if the function cannot deserialize from the stream because the data format is invalid.

This call is equivalent to call Stream.readItem() method.

serialize()

Serializes an item on a stream.

serialize( stream, item ) 

stream An instance of the Stream class or of one class derived from it

item The item to be serialized

The item is stored on the stream so that a deserialize() call on the same position in the stream where serialization took 
place will create an exact copy of the serialized item.

The application must ensure that the item does not contains circular  references,  or the serialization will enter  an 
endless loop.

In case the underlying stream write causes an i/o failure, an error is raised.

BOM method Item.serialize() is available for all the Falcon items, and is equivalent to call this function. Also, 
the  method  Stream.writeItem()  is  equivalent  to  this  function;  the  difference  in  Item.serialize() and 
Stream.writeItem() is  only  in  the  fact  that  Item.serialize() accepts  a  stream  on  which  to  perform  the 
serialization as the parameter, while Stream.writeItem() must be provided with the item to be serialized.

Stream class

Stream class is a common interface for I/O operations. The class itself is to be considered “abstract”. It should never 
be directly instantiated, as factory functions, subclasses and embedding applications will provide fully readied stream 
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objects.

Stream I/O is synchronous, but it's possible to wait for the operation to be nonblocking with the readAvailable() and 
writeAvailable() methods. 

Generally, all the methods in the stream class raise an error in case of I/O failure.

Streams provide also a character encoding layer; readText() and writeText() are meant to decode and encode falcon 
strings based on character encoding set with setEncoding(). Method as read() and write() are not affected, and seek 
operations works bytewise regardless the character conversion being used.

class Stream() 

Properties

encoding 

Name of the set encoding, if given, for text operations

eolMode

Mode of EOL conversion in text operations.

Methods

clone() > stream

Clone this stream.
The resulting stream is interchangeable with the original one. From this point on, write and read 
operations are not reflected on the cloned object, so two stream objects can be effectively used to 
read and write at different places in the same resource, unless the underlying stream is not 
seekable (in which case, reads are destructive).
The underlying resource remains open until all the instances of the streams are closed.

close() 

Closes the stream.

eof() > eofStatus

Returns true if the last read operation hit the end of file.

errorDescription() > description

Returns a system specific textual description of the last error occurred in the stream.

isOpen() > status

Return true if the stream is currently open.

lastError() > errorCode

System specific low level error code for last failed I/O operation on this stream.

lastMoved() > count

Number of bytes moved in or out by the last I/O operation on this stream.

read( size ) > string

size numbers of bytes to be read

Read at maximum size bytes and returns a string containing the read data.

read( buffer [, size] ) > count

buffer A string that will be filled with read data. 

size Optionally, a maximum size to be read.

Read at maximum size bytes and returns the count of bytes that have been actually read. This 
version uses an already existing string as the destination buffer. If the string has not enough 
internal storage, it is reallocated to fit the required size. If the size parameter is not given, the 
internal storage size of the string is used as read size; this is usually equal to len(buffer), but 
functions as strBuffer() can create strings that have an internal storage wider than their length.

readItem() > deserialized_item

Equivalent to passing this stream to deserialize() function.
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readText( size ) > string

size Characters that must be read

This method reads a string from a stream, eventually parsing the input data through the given 
character encoding set by the setEncodng() method. The number of bytes actually read may vary 
depending on the decoding rules.
If the function is successful a non empty string is returned. It may contain size characters or less if 
the stream hadn't enough characters to read. 
In case of failure, an IoError is raised.
Notice that this function is meant to be used on streams that are known to have available all the 
required data. For streams that may perform partial updates (i.e. network streams), a combination 
of binary reads and transcodeFrom() calls should be used.

readText( buffer [, size] )

buffer A string where to placed the read data

size Maximum count of characters to read

This method reads a string from a stream, eventually parsing the input data through the given 
character encoding set by the setEncodng() method. The number of bytes actually read may vary 
depending on the decoding rules. 
If the size parameter is given, the function will try to read at maximum size characters, enlarging 
the buffer if there isn't enough room for the operation. If it is not given, the current allocated 
memory of buffer will be used instead.
If the function is successful, the buffer may contain size characters or less if the stream hadn't 
enough characters to read. 
In case of failure, an IoError is raised.
Notice that this function is meant to be used on streams that are known to have available all the 
required data. For streams that may perform partial updates (i.e. network streams), a combination 
of binary reads and transcodeFrom() calls should be used.

readLine( size ) > string

size Maximum count of bytes to be read before to return anyway.

Reads a single line from an input stream, eventually parsing it through a given character encoding 
if set with setEncoding(). At maximum, size characters are read. The trailing end of line  (whose 
structure depends on the stream) is removed.

readLine( buffer [, size ] ) > count

buffer String where to place the returned value.

size Maximum count of bytes to be read before to return anyway.

This function works as read( buffer, size ), but if a new line is encountered, the read terminates. 
Returned string does not contain the EOL.

seek( position ) > position

position Position in the stream to seek.

Changes the position in the stream from which the next read/write operation will be performed. 
The position is relative from the start of the stream. If the stream does not support seeking, an 
IoError is raised; if the position is greater than the stream size, the pointer is set to the end of the 
file. On success, it returns the actual position in the file.

seekCur( position ) > position

position Position in the stream to seek.

Changes the position in the stream from which the next read/write operation will be performed. 
The position is relative from the current position in the stream, a negative number meaning 
“backward”, and a positive meaning “forward”. If the stream does not support seeking, an IoError 
is raised. If the operation would move the pointer past the end of the file size, the pointer is set to 
the end; if it would move the pointer before the beginning, it is moved to the beginning. On 
success, the function returns the position where the pointer has been moved.

seekEnd( position ) > position

position Position in the stream to seek.

Changes the position in the stream from which the next read/write operation will be performed. 
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The position is relative from the end of the stream. If the stream does not support seeking, an error 
is raised. If the operation would move the pointer before the beginning, the pointer is set to the file 
begin. On success, the function returns the position where the pointer has been moved. Use 
seekEnd( 0 ) to move the pointer to the end of the stream.

setEncoding( encoding [, EOLMode] )

encoding Name of the encoding that is used for the stream (in a string).

EOLMode  How to treat end of line indicators.

This method sets an encoding that will affect readText() and writeText() methods. provided 
encodings are:

● “utf-8”
● “utf-16”
● “utf-16BE”
● “utf-16LE”
● “iso8859-1 to iso8859-15”
● “cp1252”
● “C (byte oriented – writes byte per byte)”

As EOL manipulation is also part of the text operations, this function allows to chose how to deal 
with EOL characters stored in Falcon strings when writing data and how to parse incoming EOL. 
Available values are:

● CR_TO_CR: CR and LF characters are untranslated
● CR_TO_CRLF: When writing, CR (“\n”) is translated into CRLF, when reading CRLF is 

translated into a single “\n”
● SYSTEM_DETECT: use host system policy.

If not provided, this parameter defaults to SYSTEM_DETECT.
If the given encoding is unknown, an IoError is raised.

tell() > curPosition

Returns the current read/write position in the stream. If the underlying stream does not support 
seeking, the returned value may be meaningless.

truncate( [position] )

position If given, truncate at given position.

Truncate stream at current position, or if a position parameter is given, truncate the file at given 
position relative from file start. To empty a file, open it and then truncate it, or pass 0 as 
parameter.
If the underlying stream does not support seek operation, this function will raise an error.

write( buffer [, size] ) > count

buffer A string whose content will be written.

size If given, write only the first size character in buffer.

Writes bytes from a buffer on the stream. The write operation is synchronous, and will block the 
VM until the stream has completed the write; however, the stream may complete only partially the 
operation. The number of bytes actually written on the stream is returned.
If a size parameter is not given, it defaults to len( buffer ).

writeItem( item ) > success

item An arbitrary Falcon item to be serialized

This method is equivalent to call the function serialize() passing this stream and the item to be 
serialized as parameters.

writeText( string [, begin [, end]] )

string String to be written to the stream

begin First character to be written

end One past the last character to be written.

Writes a string to a stream using the character encoding set with setEncoding() method. The begin 
and end optional parameters can be provided to write a part of a wide string without having to 
create a temporary substring.
In case of failure, an IoError is raised.
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writeAvailable( [msecs] ) > availability

msecs If zero or not given, doesn't wait. If less than zero, waits forever. If greater than 
zero, waits for the specified milliseconds.

This function returns true if some characters can be written on the stream, false otherwise. If a 
number of milliseconds is provided, the function blocks until the given time is elapsed or when 
data can be written (whichever comes first). If a negative number is passed, the function blocks 
forever. At the moment, the wait blocks the thread running the VM, that is, all the coroutines. If 
coroutines are involved, at the moment the only solution is not to wait here and then poll over a 
yield or sleep.

Stream factory functions

Stream factory functions create a stream object bound to a system file. As the open or create operation may fail, using 
a factory function is more appropriate, as they can avoid creating the underlying stream object when not needed. Also, 
they can setup the proper stream subclass to manage special files.

Stream factory function often accept a parameter to determine the  sharing mode. Only some systems implements 
correctly this functionality, so use with caution. Predefined constant that can be used as share mode are:

FILE_EXCLUSIVE The calling scripts own the shared file; other processes trying to open the file, or even 
the same process, should receive an error.

FILE_SHARE_READ A  file  opened  in  this  way  can  be  opened  by  other  processes,  but  only  for  read 
operations.

FILE_SHARE Any process may open and overwrite the file.

Function creating files, as IOStream() and OutputStream() accepts also a creation ownership mode. This is actually an 
octal number that is directly passed to the POSIX systems for directory ownership creation. It has currently no meaning 
for MS-Windows systems.

InputStream()

Creates a stream from an existing file.

InputStream( fileName [, shareMode] ) > streamObj

fileName A relative or absolute path to a file to be opened for input

shareMode If given, the share mode.

If the function is successful, it opens the given fileName and returns a valid stream object by which the underlying file 
may be read. Calling write methods on the returned object will fail, raising an error.

If the optional share parameter is not given, the maximum share publicity available on the system will be used.

If the file cannot be open, an error containing a valid fsError code is raised. 

IOStream()

Creates a stream for input and output.

IOStream( fileName [, createMode, shareMode] ) > streamObj

fileName A relative or absolute path to a file to be opened for input/output.

createMode If given, the ownership of the created file.

shareMode If given, the share mode.

This function tries to open for  read/write a given file.  If  the file does not exist, the function tries to create it  in 
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read/write mode. When this happens, the createMode parameter will be used as a POSIX octal three-digit ownership 
descriptor. When not given, it will default to 0666 (read/write for everyone). 

If the file can be open or created, its sharing mode can be controlled by providing a shareMode parameter. In case the 
shareMode is not given, then the maximum publicity is used.

If the file cannot be open, an error containing a valid fsError code is raised. 

OutputStream()

Creates a stream for output only.

OutputStream( fileName [, createMode, shareMode] ) > streamObj

fileName A relative or absolute path to a file to be opened for input/output.

createMode If given, the ownership of the created file.

shareMode If given, the share mode.

If the function is successful, it creates the given fileName and returns a valid stream object by which the underlying 
file may be read. If an already existing file name is given, then the file is truncated and its access right are updated. 
Calling read methods on the returned object will fail, raising an error.

If  the file can be created,  its  sharing  mode can  be controlled  by providing  a shareMode parameter.  In  case the 
shareMode is not given, then the maximum publicity is used.

If the file cannot be created, an error containing a valid fsError code is raised. 

stdIn()

Creates an object mapped to the standard input of the Virtual Machine.

stdIn() > streamObj

The  returned  read-only  stream is  mapped  to  the  standard  input  of  the  virtual  machine  hosting  the  script.  Read 
operations will return the characters from the input stream as they are available. The readAvailable() method of the 
returned stream will indicate if read operations may block. Calling the read() method will block until some character 
can be read, or will fill the given buffer up the amount of currently available characters.

The returned stream is a clone of the stream used by the Virtual Machine as standard input stream. This means that 
every transcoding applied by the VM is also available to the script, and that, when running in embedding applications, 
the stream will be handled by the embedder.

As a clone of this stream is held in the VM, closing it will have actually no effect, except that of invalidating the 
instance returned by this function.

Read operations will fail raising an I/O error.

stdInRaw()

Creates a stream object that interfaces the standard input stream of the host process.

stdOutRaw() > streamObj

The returned stream maps output operations on the standard error input of the process hosting the script. The returned 
stream is bound directly with the process input stream, without any automatic transcoding applied. Stream.readText() 
will read the text as stream of binary data coming from the stream.

Closing this stream has the effect to close the standard input stream of the process running the script (if the operation is 
allowed by the embedding application).  Applications trying to write data to the script process will be notified that the 
script has closed the stream and is not willing to receive data anymore.

The stream is read only. Write operations will cause an I/O to be raised.
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stdErr()

Creates an object mapped to the standard error of the Virtual Machine.

stdErr() > streamObj

The returned stream maps output operations on the standard error stream of the virtual machine hosting the script.

The returned stream is a clone of the stream used by the Virtual Machine as standard error stream. This means that 
every transcoding applied by the VM is also available to the script, and that, when running in embedding applications, 
the stream will be handled by the embedder.

As a clone of this stream is held in the VM, closing it will have actually no effect, except that of invalidating the 
instance returned by this function.

Read operations will fail raising an I/O error.

stdErrRaw()

Creates a stream object that interfaces the standard error stream of the host process.

stdOutRaw() > streamObj

The returned  stream maps output  operations  on  the standard  error  stream of  the process  hosting  the script.  The 
returned  stream  is  bound  directly  with  the  process  error  stream,  without  any  automatic  transcoding  applied. 
Stream.writeText() will write the text as stream of bytes to the stream.

Closing this stream has the effect to close the standard error stream of the process running the script (if the operation is  
allowed by the embedding application).  Applications reading from the error stream of the script will be notified that 
the stream has been closed, and won't be left pending in reading this stream.

The stream is write only. Read operations will cause an I/O to be raised.

stdOut()

Creates an object mapped to the standard output of the Virtual Machine.

stdOut() > streamObj

The returned stream maps output operations on the standard output stream of the process hosting the script.

The returned stream is a clone of the stream used by the Virtual Machine as standard output stream. This means that 
every transcoding applied by the VM is also available to the script, and that, when running in embedding applications, 
the stream will be handled by the embedder.

As a clone of this stream is held in the VM, closing it will have actually no effect, except that of invalidating the 
instance returned by this function.

Write operations will fail raising an I/O error.+

stdOutRaw()

Creates a stream object that interfaces the standard output of the host process.

stdOutRaw() > streamObj

The returned stream maps output operations on the standard output stream of the process hosting the script. The 
returned  stream  is  bound  directly  with  the  process  output,  without  any  automatic  transcoding  applied. 
Stream.writeText() will write the text as stream of bytes to the stream.

Closing this stream has the effect to close the standard output of the process running the script (if the operation is 
allowed by the embedding application). Print functions, fast print operations, default error reporting and so on will be 
unavailable from this point on. 
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Applications reading from the output stream of the process running the scripts, in example, piped applications, will 
recognize that the script has completed its output, and will disconnect immediately, while the script may continue to 
run.

The stream is write only. Read operations will cause an I/O to be raised.

StringStream class

The StringStream class inherits from stream. It can be used to provide functions that are supposed to write to streams 
with a memory buffer; in example, variables may be serialized on a string stream which can be then written completely 
on a physical stream, or sent over the network, or written in a database blob field. The reverse is of course possible: a 
string can be read from any source and then used to construct a StringStream, that can be then fed to function expecting  
streams as parameters.

Of course, all the methods listed in the Stream class are available also here.

The StringStream is always available for read and write operations, and supports seek operations. Writing past the end 
of the stream will cause the StringStream to grow.

class StringStream( [buffer] ) from Stream()

buffer If numeric, preallocates the given size. Writes up to buffer size won't require re-allocation. If a 
string is provided, the string is used as initial contents of the StringStream.

Methods

closeToString() > content

Closes the stream and returns the contents of the stream as a string. The object is internally 
destroyed, and the whole content is transformed into the returned string. In this way, an extra 
allocation and copy can be spared.

getString() > content

Returns a copy of the current contents of the object.

String functions

strAllTrim()

Removes spacing characters from both the front and the back of a string.

strAllTrim( string [, what] ) > trimmedString

string The string to be trimmed.

what What characters to trim

A new string, which is a copy of the original one with all characters in what removed, is returned.  If  what is not 
supplied, it defaults to space, tabulation characters, new lines and carriage returns. The original string is unmodified.

strBuffer()

Creates a pre-allocated empty string.

strBuffer( size ) > emptyString

size Size of the pre-allocated string.

The returned string is an empty string, and equals to “”. However, the required size is pre-allocated, and addition to 
this string (i.e. += operators) takes place in a fraction of the time otherwise required, up tho the filling of the pre-
allocated buffer. Also, this string can be fed into file functions, the pre-allocation size being used as the input read size.
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strCmpIgnoreCase()

Performs a lexicographic comparation of two strings.

strCmpIgnoreCase( string1, string2 ) > cmpResult

string1 First string to be compared

string2 Second string to be compared

The two strings are compared ignoring the case of latin characters contained in the strings.

If the first string is greater than the second, the function returns -1. If it's smaller, it returns 1. If the two strings are the 
same, ignoring the case of the characters, 0 is returned.

strFind()

Finds a substring.

strFind( string, needle, [, start, end] ) > position

string String where the search will take place

needle Substring to search for

start Optional position from which to start the search in string

end Optional position at which to end the search in string

Returns the index in string were needle begins, or -1 if not present. Giving a start parameter will cause the search to 
start from the given position up to the end of the string; if a match can be made at start position, then the the returned 
value will be the same as start, so when repeating searches in a string for all the possible matches, repeat until the result 
is -1 by adding one to the returned value and using it as start position for the next search.

If an end position is given, it is used as upper limit for the search, so that the search is in the interval [start, end-1].

strMerge()

Merges an array of strings into a string.

strMerge( array [, mergeStr, count] ) > string

array An array of strings to be merged

mergeStr A string placed between each merge

count Maximum count of merges.

The function will return a new string containing the concatenation of the strings inside the array parameter. If the 
array is empty, an empty string is returned. If a mergeStr parameter is given, it is added to each pair of string merged; 
mergeStr is never  added at the end of the new string. A count parameter may be specified to limit the number of 
elements merged in the array.

The function may be used in this way:

a = strMerge( [ “a”, “string”, “of”, “words” ], “ “ )
printl( a ) // prints “a string of words”

If an element of the array is not a string, an error is raised.

strFront()

Returns the first part of a string.

strFront( string, count ) > shortString
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string The string from which to get the first characters

count Number of characters to take

The string returned will contain the first count characters from the given string. If zero is given, an empty string is 
returned. If count is the same as the string length, a copy of the string is returned. If the size of the source string is less 
than the required count, an error is raised.

strFrontTrim()

Removes white spaces from the front of the string.

strFrontTrim( string [, what] ) > trimmedString

string The string to be trimmed

what What characters to trim

A new string, which is a copy of the original one with all characters in what removed,  is returned. If  what is not 
supplied, it defaults to space, tabulation characters, new lines and carriage returns. The original string is unmodified.

strLower()

Returns a lowercase version of the given string.

strLower( string ) > lowerStr

string The string to be lowered

The function returns a copy of the string having all Latin characters turned lowercase.

strReplace()

Replaces the all the occurrences of a substring with another one.

strReplace( string, substr, repstr [, start, end] ) > newString

string The string where the replace will take place.

substr The substring that will be replaced

repstr The string that will take the place of substr

start Optional start position in the string

end Optional end position in the string.

This is a flexible function that allows to alter a string by changing all the occurrences of a substring into another one. 
If the start parameter is given, the search and replacement will take place only starting at the specified position up to the 
end of the string, and if the end parameter is also provided, the search will take place in the interval [start, end-1]. 

strSplit()

Subdivides a string in an array of substrings given a token substring.

strSplit( string, token [, count] ) > strArray

string The string that must be splitted

token The token by which the string should be splitted.

count Optional maximum split count.

This function returns an array of strings extracted from the given parameter. The array is filled with strings extracted 
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from the first parameter, by dividing it based on the occurrences of the token substring. A count parameter may be 
provided to limit the splitting, so to take into consideration only the first relevant  tokens.  Adjacent matching tokens 
will cause the returned array to contains empty strings. If no matches are possible, the returned array contains at worst a 
single element containing a copy of the whole string passed as a parameter.

In example, the following may be useful to parse a INI file where keys are separated from values by “=” signs:

key, value = strSplit( string, “=”, 2 )

This code would return an array of 2 items at maximum; if no “=” signs are found in string, the above code would 
throw an error because of unpacking size, a thing that may be desirable in a parsing code. If there are more than one  
“=” in the string,  only the first  starting from left  is  considered,  while  the others are  returned in the second item, 
unparsed.

strBack()

Subdivides a string in an array of substrings given a token substring.

strTail( string, count ) > lastPart

string The string.

count Number of characters to get.

Returns  the last  count  characters  in the string.  strTail(  str,  1  )  would give the last  character  in the string,  while 
strTail( str, 2 ) would give the last two characters, in the same order they are in the string (so, the second-last and then 
the last).

If count is zero, an empty string is returned.

If count is less than 0 or greater than the size of the string, an error is raised.

strBackFind()

Finds a substring starting from the end.

strFind( string, needle, [, start, end] ) > position

string String where the search will take place

needle Substring to search for

start Optional position from which to start the search in string

end Optional position at which to end the search in string

Works exactly as strFind(), except for the fact that the last match in the string (or in the specified interval) is returned.

strTrim()

Removes the white spaces at the end of a string.

strFind( string, [what] ) > trimmedString

string String that will be trimmed

what What characters to trim

A new string, which is a copy of the original one with all characters in  what at the end of the string removed,  is 
returned. If what is not supplied, it defaults to space, tabulation characters, new lines and carriage returns. The original 
string is unmodified.

strReplicate()

Returns a new string that is created by replicating the original one.
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strReplicate( string, times ) > strRep

string String that must be replicated

times Number of times the string must be replicated.

A nice shorthand.

strUpper()

Returns an upper case version of the string.

strUpper( string ) > strUpper

string String that must be uppercased

All the Latin characters in the string are turned uppercase. Other characters are left untouched.

strWildcardMatch()

Perform an old-style file-like jolly-based wildcard match.

strWildcardMatch( wildcard, string, [ignoreCase] ) > isMatch

wildcard A wildcard, possibly but not necessarily including a jolly character

string String that must match the wildcard

ignoreCase If true, the latin 26 base letters case is ignored in matches.

This function matches a wildcard that may contain jolly “*” or “?” characters against a string, eventually ignoring the 
case of the characters. This is a practical function to match file names against given patterns. A “?” in the wildcard 
represents any single character, while a “*” represents an arbitrary sequence of characters.

The wildcard must match completely the given string for the function to return true.

In example:

● “*” matches everything

● “a?b” matches “aab”, “adb” and so on

● “a*b” matches “ab”, “annnb” and so on

TimeStamp class

The TimeStamp class can be used to retrieve the system time and date. It is also used by other entities in the RTL to 
return informations about the date (i.e. the FileReadStats() ).

class TimeStamp() 

Properties

year Timestamp year, absolute value.

month Month of the year, starting from 1.

day Day of month, starting from 1

hour Hour in range 0 - 23

minute Minute in range 0 - 59

second Second in range 0 - 59

msec Millisecond in range 0 - 999
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Methods

add( timestamp ) 

timestamp A timestamp to add

Alters this timestamp by adding another one to itself. Years, months, days, hours, minutes, 
seconds and milliseconds from the parameters are added, and the target date is re-validated.

compare( timestamp ) > cmpResult

timestamp The timestamp from which to calculate the distance.

The given timestamp is compared to this object. If this object is greater than the target timestamp, 
1 is returned; if it's smaller (before), -1 is returned. If the two timestamp are exactly the same, 0 is 
returned.

currentTime()

Fills the value of the date with the current local time on the system. Timezone management is 
still not implemented.

dayOfWeek() > day

Returns the day of week calculated on this object. The returned number is in range 0 to 6 
included, 0 being Sunday and 6 being Saturday. The function is reliable only for dates past 
January the first 1700.

dayOfYear() > day

Returns the day in the year represented by the current object. The returned number will be 1 for 
January the first and 365 or 356 (if the current year is leap) for December the 31th.

distance( timestamp ) 

timestamp The timestamp from which to calculate the distance.

The parameter is subtracted from the current object; the number of days, hours, minutes, seconds 
and milliseconds between the two dates is stored in the current object. The values may be 
negative if the given timestamp parameter is greater than this object.

fromLongFormat( intVal )

intVal A date in long format.

Fills the data in this object using a binary packed data which can be stored in a Falcon integer 
value (64 bits). A valid value can be only obtained with the toLongFormat() method. This two 
methods are just meant for easier serialization; timestamps in long format cannot be compared or 
summed.

isLeapYear() > result

Returns true if year member of this timestamp is leap, false otherwise. Calculation is reliable only 
for years past 1700.

isValid() > result

Returns true if the data in the timestamp represents a valid date. The function takes into 
consideration leap years.

toLongFormat() > longFormat

Returns a Falcon integer which contains packed binary data representing this object. The returned 
data is opaque and should not be used to compare different dates. 

toString([format]) > string

format Date formatting in strftime format.

Returns a string representation of the time stamp. The returned format is YYYY-MM-DD 
HH:MM:SS.mmm. This function is just meant as a basic way to represent timestamps on output.

Note: In version 0.8.x, The extra format parameter is internally passed to strftime() C standard 
function. Some compiler/C libraries may abort the program if the given format string is 
malformed. An internal re-implementation of the method will be available in the next version; it  
will be granted to be compatible with strftime() and will offer falcon-specific formattings.
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TimeStamp class constructor fills the instance with all the elements to 0. A timestamp with day being set to 0 can be 
considered just a time value; a timestamp with the month property set to zero can be considered as a time interval. To 
obtain  the  current  local  system  time,  use  the  currentTime()  method  after  the  object  is  constructed,  or  use  the 
CurrentTime() factory function, that will return a timestamp containing the current time and date.

For simple elapsed time calculation, the seconds() function is more appropriate.

TimeStamp factory functions

CurrentTime()

Returns the current system local time as a TimeStamp instance.

CurrentTime() > tsInstance

The function can never fail.

Transcoding functions

Transcoding functions turns binary strings encoded in a format into Falcon strings, or conversely, they turn Falcon 
strings into binary encoded buffers. Used in combination with binary stream reads and write, this function allows full 
internationalization of script input and output.

However, if the target stream is known to support safe reads and writes and to provide immediate access to the needed 
data, the setEncoding() method in the Stream class is more efficient, as it doesn't need a temporary buffer to store the 
binary read data, or the binary data that has to be written.

getSystemEncoding()

Returns the “official” system encoding, if it matches with one known by Falcon.

getSystemEncoding() > encName

This function will return the name under which Falcon knows the default system encoding. Using returned value, the 
program is able to create encoders that should be able to parse the data provided by system functions as directory 
scanning, or that is probably used as the main encoding for system related text files (i.e. configuration files).

transcodeFrom()

Returns a Falcon string created by parsing the given one as a binary sequence of bytes.

transcodeFrom( string, encoding ) > falconString

string Binary string containing data in the specified encoding.

encoding Name of the encoding (as a string)

In case the encoding name is not known, the function will raise a ParamError

transcodeTo()

Returns a binary buffer containing an encoded representation of a Falcon string.

transcodeTo( string, encoding ) > buffer

string Falcon string to be encoded
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encoding Name of the encoding (as a string)

In case the encoding name is not known, the function will raise a ParamError.
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The Process module
The  process  module  provides  several  functions  to  manage  processes  in  the  system and  to  manage  interprocess 

communication. Child processes can be created and managed via the Process class, which provides a set of streams that 
can be read and written synchronously and polled for activity. 

To provide this functionality, the Process class requires the service called “Stream” normally provided by the RTL 
library.  Embedders  that  wish  to  allow the  scripts  to  load  this  module  should  provide  RTL to scripts,  or  provide 
otherwise the “Stream” service in the Virtual Machines that will run those scripts. Failing to do so will cause the stream 
oriented methods of the Process class to raise an error. The generic process management functions in the module, and 
also the generic child-process management methods in the Process class do not require this service, so embedders not 
willing to provide RTL may just turn overload the sensible Process methods or mask the Process class right away (or 
just ignore this fact letting the error to be raised in case of mis-usage).

As the Falcon command line automatically loads the RTL, this remark does not apply to stand-alone scripts.

The Process module declares a  ProcessError class, derived from core Error class, which doesn't change any of its 
property or method. The ProcessError class is used to mark errors raised by this module.

While the OS typically ensures that none of the functions declared in this module may actually fail, unless system 
conditions are critical,  every function or method in this module may raise this error in case of unexpected system 
behavior.

exec()

Launches a process in place of the host process.

exec( params ) > failure

params A single string with the system command or an array of parameters.

On Unix-like systems, and wherever this feature is present, exec() calls an underlying OS request that swaps out the 
host process and executes the required command. This feature is often desirable for scripts that has just to setup an 
environment for a program they call thereafter, or for scripts selecting one program to execute from a list of possible 
programs. Where this function call is not provided, exec is implemented by calling the required process passing the 
current environment and then quitting the host program in the fastest possible way.

Embedders may be willing to turn off this feature by unexporting the exec symbol before linking in the VM.

The params variable may be a complete string holding the command line of the program to be executed, or it may be 
an array where the first element is the program, and the other elements will be passed as parameters. If the program 
name is not an absolute path, it is searched in the system execution path.

Process class

The Process class executes and controls child processes. It provides also an interface to collect child processes streams 
and so to communicate with them.

class Process( args [, flags] ) 

args A string representing the program to be executed and its arguments, or an array whose first 
element is the program, and the others are the arguments.

flags One  or more of the following flags, combined together with the OR | operator:
● PROCESS_SINK_INPUT: prevent the child process to wait for input from us.
● PROCESS_SINK_OUTPUT: destroy all the child process output.
● PROCESS_SINK_AUX: destroy all the child process auxiliary stream output.
● PROCESS_MERGE_AUX: merge output and auxiliary stream so that they are read by just 

reading the output stream.
● PROCESS_BG: Put the process in background/hidden mode.
● PROCESS_USE_SHELL: Use host system shell to launch the process or execute the 

command.

Methods

close( [severe] ) > exitCode
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severe If given and true use the maximum severity.

Closes the child process, terminating it and waiting for the system to provide the parent process 
the termination data (i.e. exit code). If the severe parameter is true, then the maximum severity 
allowed for the host system is used. On UNIX, a KILL signal is sent to the child process, while a 
TERM signal is sent if severe is not specified or false.
In case the close request is correctly performed, on systems where processes can return a numeric 
exit code, the child exit code is returned. It is usually zero or greater. On error, -1 is returned.

getAux() > auxStream

Returns the process aux stream. The returned stream can be used as a Falcon stream, but it 
supports only read operations. 
If the process has been opened with the PROCESS_SINK_AUX or PROCESS_MERGE_AUX 
flags, the function will return nil.
This function should be called only once.

getInput() > inStream

Returns the process input stream. The returned stream can be used as a Falcon stream, but it 
supports only write operations. 
If the process has been opened with the PROCESS_SINK_IN, the function will return nil.

getOutput() > outStream

Returns the process output stream. The returned stream can be used as a Falcon stream, but it 
supports only read operations. 
If the process has been opened with the PROCESS_SINK_OUT, the function will return nil.
This function should be called only once.

value( [wait] ) > exitCode

wait if given and true, the wait for the child process to be completed.

Checks whether the child process has completed its execution, eventually returning its exit code. 
If the process is still active, nil will be returned. If a true value is provided as parameter, the 
function will block the VM execution until the child process is completed.
After value() returns, there may still be some data to be read from the child output and auxiliary 
streams; they should be read until they return 0.

wait()

Waits for the child process to terminate cleanly.
The thread in which the VM runs will be blocked until the child process terminates its execution. 
After this call, the script should also call the value() method to free the system data associated 
with the child process. Use the value() function to test periodically for the child process to be 
completed while the Falcon program continues its execution.

ProcessEnum class

ProcessEnum class provides a list of currently executed process on the host machine, with minimal informations for 
each of them as its name and an unique ID by which it can be identified later on. ProcessEnum constructor returns an 
object that can be iterated upon like in the following example:

enum = ProcessEnum()

while enum.next()
   printl( enum.name, “:”, enum.pid, “( child of “, enum.parentPid, “)” )
end

The next() method will fill the object properties with the data of a new element, until it returns false.

class ProcessEnum() 

Properties

cmdLine Complete path of the program that started the process. Not always available, and not provided by 
all systems.
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name Symbolic name of the process.

pid ID (usually numeric) identifying a process in the system; this value can be directly fed as a 
parameter for function accepting process IDs.

parentPid ID of the process that created this process. The parent PID always represents an existing process, 
but it's possible that children are returned before the parent is listed.

Methods

close()

Disposes the data associated with this item without waiting for the garbage collector to reclaim 
them. Use this in case the object is repeatedly created and dropped.

next() > hasNext

Fills the properties of the class with data from the next element in the process enumeration. If the 
previous one was the last entry, the method returns false, else it returns true and the properties are 
changed.

processId()

Returns the process ID of the process hosting the Falcon VM.

processId() > pid

For command line Falcon interpreter, this ID may be considered the ID of the Falcon program being executed; in 
embedding applications, the function will return the process ID associated with the host applications.

processKill()

Terminates the given process given its ID, if possible.

processId( pid [, severe] ) > pid

pid The Process ID of the process that should be terminated

severe If given and true, uses the maximum severity allowable to stop the given process.

The process having the given PID is terminated. On UNIX systems, a TERM signal is sent to the process. If severe is 
true, the process is stopped in the most hard way the system provides; i.e. in UNIX, KILL signal is sent.

system()

Executes an external process and waits for its termination, via command shell.

system( command [, background] ) > exitCode

command The command to be executed

background If given and true, the process runs hidden

This function launches an external system command and waits until the command execution is complete, returning the 
exit code of the child process. The process is actually executed by passing the command string to the system command 
shell. In this way, it is possible to  execute commands that are parsed by the shell. This includes internal commands as 
“dir” in Windows systems, or small scripts as “for file in $(ls); do touch $file; done” if the system shell is sh.

However,  loading  the  shell  may  generate  a  needless  overhead  for  the  most  common  usages  of  system().  Use 
systemCall() if there isn't the need to have the system shell to parse the command.

If the background parameter is true, the execution of the child process is hidden; in example, on systems allocating 
virtual consoles to new processes, the child is given the parent's console instead. Icons representing the process are 
usually not visible when this option is set.
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systemCall()

Executes an external process and waits for its termination.

systemCall( command [, background] ) > exitCode

command The command to be executed

background If given and true, the process runs hidden

This function launches an external system command and waits until the command execution is terminated, returning 
the exit code of the child process. The command is searched in the system path, if an absolute path is not given. A 
simple parsing is performed on the string executing the command, so that parameters between quotes are sent to the 
child process as a single parameter; in example:

retval = systemCall( “myprog alfa beta \”delta gamma\” omega” )

In this  case, the child process will receive four parameters, the third of which being the two words between quotes. 
Those quotes are not passed to the child process.

If the background parameter is true, the execution of the child process is hidden; in example, on systems allocating 
virtual consoles to new processes, the child is given the parent's console instead. Icons representing the process are 
usually not visible when this option is set.
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The Socket module
The socket module provides a low level access to network (TCP/IP) socket wise functions. UDP and TCP protocol are 

supported, and the module provides also name resolution facilities, both performed automatically when calling connect 
and bind methods, or manually by calling an appropriate name or address resolution routine.

The module supports both IPv4 and IPv6 networking; generally, IPv6 is chosen transparently when an IPv6 address is 
provided or retrieved by the name resolution system, if the host system supports it.

The Socket module defines a NetError class that is raised on network errors. The class is derived from core IoError 
and doesn't add any method or property.

getHostName()

Returns the host name of the local machine.

getHostName() > hostName

Returns the network name under which the machine is known to itself. By calling resolveAddress() on this host name, 
it is possible to determine all addressess of the interfaces that are available for output.

If the system cannot provide an host name for the local machine, a NetError is raised.

resolveAddress()

Resolve a network address in a list of numeric IP fields.

resolveAddress( address ) > arrayOfAddresses

address An host name, quad dot IP address or IPV6 address.

This function tries to resolve an address or an host name into a list of addresses that can be used to connect directly 
via the protocols that are available on the machine. The way in which the function can resolve the addresses depends on 
the string that has been given, on the underlying system and on the name resolution services that the system can access. 
Also, the time by which a positive or negative result can be returned varies greatly between different systems. The 
caller must consider this function as potentially blocking the VM for a long time.

The other members of the Socket module do not need to be provided with already resolved addresses. In example, the 
connect method of the TCPSocket class can be provided with a host name or with an IP address; in the first case, the 
connect method will resolve the target address on its own. Of course, if repeatedly connecting to the same address, this 
function can be used to perform the resolution only once.

This function can be used on the value returned by getHostName() to receive a list of the interfaces that are available 
under the network name of the host the VM is running on. This is useful to i.e. bind some services only to one of the 
available interfaces.

The values  in the returned array are  the ones  provided by the underlying name resolution system. They  are  not 
necessarily unique, and their order may change across different calls.

If the function cannot find any host with the given name, an empty array is returned; if the name resolution service is 
not accessible, or if accessing it causes a system error,  the function will raise a NetError.

class Socket

The Socket class is the base class for both UDP and TCP socket. It provides common methods and properties, and so 
it should not be directly instantiated. 

class Socket() 

Properties

timedout

True if the last operation has timed out. See setTimeout().
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lastError

Numeric value of system level error that has occoured on the socket. getErrorDescription() may 
be used to get a human-readable description of the error. The error is usually also written in the 
fsError field of the exceptions, if case they are caught.

Methods

dispose()

Closes a socket and frees system resources associated with it. Sockets are automatically disposed 
by garbage collector, but the calling script may find useful to free them immediately i.e. in tight 
loops while accepting and serving sockets.

getHost() > host

Gets the host associated with this socket. For TCP sockets, it will always be the address of the 
remote host, while in UDP sockets it will be the local address where the socket has been bound. 

getPort() > port

For TCP sockets, returns a numeric representation of the port to which the socket is connected. 
For UDP sockets, returns the local port from which the messages sent through this socket are 
generated, if an explicit bound request has been issued.

getService() > service

For TCP sockets, returns the name of the service to which the socket is connected. For UDP 
sockets, returns the local service from which the messages sent through this socket are generated, 
if an explicit bound request has been issued. Returned values are a system-specific 1:1 mapping 
of numeric ports to service names. If the port has not an associated service name, the port number 
is returned as a string value (I.e. port 80 is returned as the string “80”).

getTimeout() > timeout

Returns the default timeout for this socket. See setTimeout().

readAvailable( [timeout] ) > isAvaliable

timeout if given, wait for a specified time in milliseconds.

Returns true if the next read operation would not block, that is, if there are some data available 
for immediate read.
If timeout is not given, the function will return immediately, peeking for current read availability 
status. If it is given, the function will wait for a specified amount of milliseconds, or for some 
data to become available for read, whichever comes first. If the timeout value is negative, the 
function will wait forever, until some data is available.
This wait will block the VM and all the coroutines.

setTimeout( timeout )

timeout timeout in milliseconds

This function sets a default timeout for the read/write operations, or for other lengthy operations 
as connect. If -1 is set (the default at socket creation), blocking operation will wait forever, until 
some data is ready. In this case, readAvailable and writeAvailable methods can be used to peek 
for incoming data. If 0 is set, read/write operations will never block, returning immediately if 
data is not available. If a value greater than zero is set, blocking functions will wait the specified 
amount of milliseconds for their action to complete.
Whenever an operation times out, the timedout member property is set to 1. This allow to 
distinguish between faulty operations or timed out ones in case of need.
readAvailable and writeAvailable methods do not use this setting.

writeAvailable( [timeout] ) --> isAvailable

timeout Optional wait in milliseconds

The function checks for the socket to be ready for immediate writing. A socket may not be ready 
for writing if the OS system stack is full, which usually means that the other side has not been 
able to forward the received messages to the listening application.
The function will return true in case the socket is available for write, false otherwise.
An optional wait may be specified; in this case, the function will return true if the socket is 
immediately available or if it becomse available before the wait expires, false otherwise. The wait 
here blocks the VM, preventing other coroutine to be processed as well.
This function does not take into consideration the setTimeout() settings.
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class TCPServer 

The TCPServer class is actually a factory of TCPSockets, that are created as incoming connections are received. As 
such, it is not derived from the Socket class.

class TCPServer()

The constructor reserves system resources needed to create sockets and return a TPCServer 
object that can be used to accept incoming TCP connections. If the needed system resources are 
not available, a NetError is raised.

Properties

lastError

Numeric value of system level error that has occoured on the socket. getErrorDescription() may 
be used to get a human-readable description of the error. The error is usually also written in the 
fsError field of the exceptions, if case they are caught.

Methods

accept( [timeout] ) > tcpSocket

timeout Optional wait time.

This method accepts incoming connection and creates a TCPSocket object that can be used to 
communicate with the remote host. Before calling accept(), it is necessary to have succesfully 
called bind() to bind the listening application to a certain local address.
If a timeout is not specified, the function will block until a TCP connection is received. If it is 
specificed, is a number of millisecond that will be waited before returning a nil. Setting the 
timeout to zero will cause accept to return immediately, providing a valid TCPSocket as return 
value only if an incoming connection was already pending.
The wait blocks the VM, and thus, also the other coroutines.
If a system error occours during the wait, a NetError is raised.

bind( address, service )

bind( service )

address Address on the local interfaces where the server must listen from.

service Service or port number (as a string) where to listen.

This method binds the server port and start listening for incoming connections. If passing two 
parameters, the first one is considered to be one of the address that are available on local 
interfaces; the second one is the port or service name where the server will open a listening port.
If an address is not provided, the server will listen on all the local interfaces.
In case the system cannot bind the required address, a NetError is raised.
After a succesful bind() call, accept() may be called to create TCPSocket that can serve incoming 
connections.

dispose()

Collects immediately this object and frees the related system resources. Using this object after 
this call causes impredictible results.

class TCPSocket() 

The TCPSocket class provides full TCP connectivity. It is derived from the Socket class, but it also provides methods 
that can be used to open connection towards remote hosts.

class TCPSocket() from Socket

The constructor reserves system resources for the socket. If the needed system resources are not 
available, a NetError is Raised.

Methods

close() > success
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Closes the socket, discarding incoming messages and notifying the remote side about the event. 
The close message must be acknowledged by the remote host, so the function may actually fail, 
block and/or timeout - see setTimeout() .
In case of error, a NetError is raised, while in case of timeout 0 is returned. On successful 
completion 1 is returned.

closeRead() > success

Closes the socket read side, discarding incominig messages and notifying the remote side about 
the event. The close message must be acknowledged by the remote host, so the function may 
actually fail, block and/or timeout - see setTimeout() .
After the call, the socket can still be used to write (i.e. to finish writing pending data). This 
informs the remote side we're not going to read anymore, and so if the application on the remote 
host tries to write, it will receive an error.
In case of error, a NetError is raised, while in cas of timeout 0 is returned. On successful 
completion 1 is returned.

closeWrite() > success

Closes the socket write side, discarding incoming messages and notifying the remote side about 
the event. The close message must be acknowledged by the remote host, so the function may 
actually fail, block and/or timeout - see setTimeout() .
After the call, the socket can still be used to read (i.e. to finish reading informations incoming 
from the remote host). This informs the remote side we're not going to write anymore, and so if 
the application on the remote host tries to read, it will receive an error.
In case of error, a NetError is raised, while in cas of timeout 0 is returned. On successful 
completion 1 is returned.

connect( host, service ) > success

host Remote host to be connected

service Port or service name to connect to

Connects with a remote listening TCP host. The operation may fail for a system error, in which 
case a NetError is raised.
The connection attempt may timeout if it takes more than the time specified in setTimeout() 
method. In that case, the isConnected() method may check if the connection has been established 
at a later moment. So, it is possible to set the socket timeout to 0, and then check periodically for 
connection success without never blocking the VM.
The host name may be a name to be resolved by the system resoluter or it may be an already 
resolved dot-quad IP, or it may be an IPV6 address.

isConnected() > success

See connect()

recv( buffer [, size] ) > receivedSize

recv( size ) > buffer

buffer Buffer where the received data is placed

size Maximum size for the incoming data

Receives incoming data. 
In the first version of the method, by providing a pre-allocated buffer (i.e. with strBuffer() ), the 
buffer may be repeatedly used, sparing memory and allocation time. If the size parameter is not 
provided, the size of the allocation used to store
the buffer will be used. This size won't change, even if the actual length of the data stored in the 
buffer changes. If the size parameter is provided, it is used to define the maximum possible size 
of data stored in the buffer. If it is not great enough to store the data, it is resized.
The first version of the method returns the number of bytes that has been actually read. The size 
may be zero if the opposite side closed the connection, or if a timeout has elapsed – see 
setTimeout() in the socket class. The returned size will presumably be smaller than the 
maximum, and it will be at maximum the size of a TCP packet that can travel on the current 
connection.
The second version returns a newly allocated buffer on success, and nil on failure; it is provided 
to support simpler applications.
In case of system error, a NetError is raised.

send( buffer [, size, start] ) > sentSize
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buffer The buffer to be sent

size Amount of bytes from the buffer to be sent

start Begin position in the buffer

Sends data to the remote host. If a size parameter is not specified, the method will try to send the 
whole content of the buffer, otherwise it will send at maximum size bytes. If a start parameter is 
specified, then the data sent will be taken starting from that position in the buffer. This is useful 
when sending big buffers in several steps, so that it is not necessary to create substrings, sparing 
both CPU and memory. 
The sentSize may be 0 in case of timeout, otherwise it will be a number between 1 and the 
requested size. Programs should never assume that a succesful send has sent all the data.
In case of error, a NetError is raised.

class UDPSocket

The UDPSocket class provides support for UDP transmissions (datagrams).

class UDPSocket() from Socket

The constructor reserves the needed system resources and return an UDPSocket object that can 
be used to send and receive datagrams.

Properties

remote

Contains the origin address of the last datagram received with the recv() method.

remoteService

Contains the origin port of the last datagram received with the recv() method.

Methods

broadcast() > success

Activates broadcasting and multicasting abilities on this UDP socket. This is provided as a 
separated method as on some systems this call requires administrator privileges to be successful.

recv( buffer [, size] ) > receivedSize

recv( size ) > buffer

buffer Buffer where the received data is placed

size Maximum size for the incoming data

This method works as the TCPSocket recv() method, with the main difference that the incoming 
datagram is always completely read, provided that the specified size is enough to store the data. 
Also, the remote and remoteService properties of the receiving objects are filled with the address 
of the host sending the packet.
Timeouts work as the TCPSocket.recv() method.
In case of error, a NetError is raised.

sendTo( host, service, buffer [, size, start] ) > sentSize

host Remote host where to send the datagram

service Remote service or port number where to send the datagram

buffer The buffer to be sent

size Amount of bytes from the buffer to be sent

start Begin position in the buffer

This method works as the TCPSocket send() method, with the main difference that the outgoing 
datagram can be directed towards a specified host, and that a whole datagram is always 
completely filled before being sent, provided that the specified size does not exceed datagram 
size limits.
The host parameter may be an host name to be resolved or an address; if the broadcast() method 
has been successfully called, it may be also a multicast or broadcast address.
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Timeouts work as the TCPSocket.send() method.
In case of error, a NetError is raised.
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The Regular Expression Module
Regular expressions are a powerful mean to search for patterns in strings and to extract substrings matching a certain 

criterion. 

Falcon  uses PCRE, or  "PERL Compatible Regular  Expression",  version  6.7,  as codebase  for  the Regex  module. 
Scanning and matching international and wide strings is fully supported. Version 6.7 of PCRE offers also extended 
functionalities for some Unicode category, in example it can recognize also Unicode "wide" whitespaces. Discussion of 
usage of regular  expression, and specifically,  of PERL compatible regular  expressions is beyond the scope of this 
guide. Further material on the topic can be found at:

• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regular_expression   
• http://www.regular-expressions.info   

The original codebase, with complete documentation, is at http://www.pcre.org.

Basic usage of Falcon Regular Expression module is quite simple. After importing the Regex module, one regular 
expression can be compiled using the Regex() class constructor, and then the instance can be used to match repeatedly 
strings.

The  Falcon  Regex  module  is  based  on  concepts  and  pattern  usages  that  are  meant  to  minimize  wastes  and 
inefficiencies  that  are  usually  bound  with  scripting  language  usages.  In  example,  it  is  quite  common  to  extract 
substrings  from the  pattern  using  "parenthesized"  expressions,  that  are  actually  subpatterns  in  parenthesis.  But  as 
parenthesis could be used to simply build recognition patterns, the substring they match is not always needed by the 
calling application. Other times, the calling application is more interested in knowing where a substring starts and ends 
rather than in its content. While other scripting languages build a whole set of matched substrings as the match happens, 
Falcon Regex module provides the user with set of range items that can be applied on the original string either to know 
where the matches took place or to extract a substring in one single VM step.

A minimal example would look like the following:

load regex

re = Regex( "find:\\s*(.*);" )  // Use "\\" to get "\", see below
string = "this is something to find: the text or 言葉; (and this will be ignored)"

if re.match( string )
   range = re.captured(1)
   printl( "Match was found at: ", re.captured(0) )
   printl( "Parenthesized capture: >", string[ range ], "<" )
else
   printl( "No match" )
end

The above code will create the  re instance,  and then will use it to search any text (.*) between "find:", eventually 
followed by any number of whitespaces (\s*), and the first ";". The capture method will return the nth closed range that 
has been matched; the "0" range is the complete match, that is the match including "find" and ";". As any Falcon range, 
the match result can be cached in any variable (range in our example) and applied to the string later.

Please, notice the double "\\" in the above Regex() constructor; Falcon string parsing would trasform \s into a "silent 
whitespace", and would parse "\n" as a physical new line, \t as a tab and so on. Regular expression pattern may include 
many of those characters, giving them different meanings. For this reason, it is necessary to use the "\\" escape where in 
regular expression documentation (and in user interfaces) a single "\" is required. Of course, if you receive the string 
from an external source (i.e. a file or a user input), there is no need for this escape; this is just for Falcon compiler to  
produce a correct regular expression. 

The above program will output:

Match was found at: [21:42]
Parenthesized capture: >the text or 言葉<

The parser provides single quoted literal strings, where the backslash has no special meaning, (except for the sequence 
\' which is turned into a single quote). 

In example:

re = Regex( '^\s*\w' )
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This would match any word near the beginning of a line, and it is equivalent to:

re = Regex( "^\\s*\\w" )

Of course, the former is more readable and natural when dealing with regular expressions.

Regex class 

Regex( pattern [, options ] ) 

pattern  a string containing a regular expression pattern 

options  a string containing compilation options as in PERL patterns

Methods
captured( count ) > range

count  Id of the captured substring, starting from 1; 0 represents all the matched string.

This method returns one of the match ranges that has been determined by the last match, find or 
replace operation. If 0 is passed as count parameter, the whole match range is returned; each 
parenthesized expression match range can be retrieved passing 1 or above as count parameter. 
The order of parenthesized expression is given considering the first parenthesis. The returned 
value is a closed range describing the area where the capture had effect in the target string.

capturedCount() > count

This method returns available number of captured ranges after a successful match. This number 
is the amount of parenthesized expressions in the regular expression plus one.

find( string [,start] ) > range 

string  a string in which the pattern has to be found

start  an optional starting point in the string

This function works as the method match(), but on success it immediately returns the range 
containing the area in the string parameter where the pattern has matched. Also, this function 
can be provided with an optional start parameter that can be used to begin the search for the 
pattern from an arbitrary point in the string. 

findAll( string [,start [,maxcount]] ) > foundVector

string string where to scan for the pattern

start optional start position in the string

maxcount optional maximum matches allowed 

This function returns an array containing all the ranges where the pattern has matched; if the 
pattern could not match the string, an empty array is returned.
This method only returns the whole match, ignoring parenthesized expressions.

findAllOverlapped( string [,start [,maxcount]] ) > foundVector

string string where to scan for the pattern

start optional start position in the string

maxcount optional maximum matches allowed 

This function returns an array containing all the ranges where the pattern has matched; if the 
pattern could not match the string, an empty array is returned.
The only difference from the findAll method is that findAllOverlapped starts subsequent 
searches from the character immediately following the first character of the matched range, 
while findAll searches starting from the character following the last character of the previous 
match. This means that matched ranges may overlap.

grab( string ) > grabbedVector

string string where to scan for the pattern

Searches for the pattern and stores all the captured subexpressions in an array that is then 
returned. If the match is negative, returns nil.

match( string ) > success

string string where to scan for the pattern
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This method searches for the pattern in the string given as parameter. If the match is successful, 
the method returns true. The match point can then be retrieved using the captured(0) method.

replace( string, replacer [, start] ) > changedString

string string where to scan for the pattern

replacer the string to replace the matched pattern with

start optional initial scan position

This method scans for the pattern in string, and if it's found, it is replaced with the string in the 
replacer parameter. The original string is untouched, and a new copy with the replaced value is 
returned. If the pattern can't match string, nil is returned. An optional start parameter can be 
given to begin the search for the pattern in string from a given position.

replaceAll( string, replacer [, start [,maxCount]] ) > changedString

string string where to scan for the pattern

replacer the string to replace the matched pattern with

start optional initial scan position

maxCount optional maximum replacements

This method replaces all the occurrences of the pattern in string with the replacer parameter. If 
a change can be performed, a modified instance of string is returned, else nil is returned. An if 
an optional start parameter is given, the search and replacement is performed beginning at the 
given point, and if a maxCount is given, only maxCount replacements, at maximum, will be 
performed.

The class constructor creates a Regex instance that can be then used to match, find, extract and substitute strings. 
Compilation of regular expressions can be an heavy step, so it's better to do it once and for all. In a program using 
repeatedly a set of well defined patterns, an option worth being considered is that of creating object instances that will 
have the VM to compile the pattern in the link step:

load regex

object bigPattern from Regex( "A pattern (.*) to be compiled" )
   // we may eventually consider also a study step in init
   init
      self.study()
   end
end

//...
if bigPattern.match( "a string" )
   ...
end

In case of regular expression pattern error, a RegexError instance will be raised.

The option parameter can be provided to pass pattern compilation options to the constructor. It generally follows the 
PERL regular expression parameter specification, so that:

PERL: /a pattern/i
Falcon: Regex( "a pattern", "i" )

The recognized options are (case sensitive):

a anchored pattern. Usually, if only part of a pattern matches, a new search is attempted in the rest of the 
string. When this option is set, the pattern must either match completely or be rejected as the first match 
begins. So, the pattern "abc" will usually match "abdabc" starting from character 3, but if anchored option is 
set it won't match, as "abc" will start to match at the beginning of string, but then will fail when "d" is met.

i ignore case while matching. Case ignoring is currently supported only for Unicode characters below 128; this 
means that accented latin case ignoring is not supported. In example, "è" and "È" won't match even if "i" 
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option is set.

m multiline match. Usually, the special characters "^" and "$" matches respectively the begin and the end of the 
string, so that "^pattern$" will match only "pattern", and not "this is a pattern". With "m" option, "^" and "$" 
matches the begin and the end of a line, being lines separated by Falcon newline characters ("\n").

s dot match all. Usually, the line separator "\n" is not captured in wide parenthesized expressions as (.*), and 
the generic "any character" wildcard (the dot ".") doesn't matches it. With "s" option, "\n" is considered as a 
normal character and included in matches (although this doesn't alter the behavior of "^" and "$" which are 
controlled by the "m" option).

f first line. Match must start before or at the first "\n", or else it will fail.

g ungreedy match. Repetition patterns behave normally in a way that is defined "greedy", unless followed by a 
question mark. Greedy matching will force quantifiers to match as many characters as possible in the target 
string. In example, normally 'field:\s*(.*);', if applied to a string with two ";" after "field" will return the 
longest possible match. If applied to "field: a; b; c; and the rest" would return "a; b; c" as first submatch. 
Using a question mark would force to match the shortest alternative: 'field:\s*(.*?);' would return only "a" as 
first submatch. The "g" option inverts this behavior, so that repetition quantifiers are ungreedy by default, 
and "?" will make them greedy.

S study the pattern. Tells Regex constructor to perform also a study step after compilation. According to PCRE 
documentation, this has currently little utility except for some very complex pattern involving recursive 
searches.

In case of error in compilation of the pattern (or eventually in the study step, if required), the constructor will raise an 
error; the error message will contain a formatted explanation of the error reason.

Matching and retrieving a pattern

Often, regular expressions are used only to check if a certain string has a certain format. Other times, they are used to 
modify the original string by changing a matching substring into something else. Parenthesis in a pattern defines a 
submatch that can be extracted separately, but often parenthesis are used only to define repated or optional subpattern.  
In all this case, which are quite common, the user doesn't want to retreive the captured strings. To optimize resource 
and minimize execution time, Falcon doesn't build needless strings that will be very likely discarded soon after; instead, 
the default behavior is that to return lightweight range objects that may be used to create the needed substrings in a 
single VM step. This is performed through calling Regex.match() and then retreiving the captured substrings using 
Regex.captured().

After a successful match, at least captured( 0 ) will always be available; the number of available captured ranges is 
fixed and depends on the amount of parenthesized expressions in the pattern. To know how many captured ranges are 
available on a pattern whose content is unknown, the capturedCount() method can be called.

The function raises an error if no successful match was performed before its call, or if a number out of range is passed 
as count parameter.

This is a minimal usage:

load regex

re = Regex( "([09]+)/([09]+)/([09]+)" )
date = "9/15/2004"

if re.match( date )
   for i = 0 to re.capturedCount()  1
       printl( "Captured ", i, ": ", date[ re.captured( i ) ] )
   end
end 

The output will be as follows:

Captured 0: 9/15/2004
Captured 1: 9
Captured 2: 15
Captured 3: 2004

As this example shows, the Regex.captured() method returns a range that can be directly applied to the original string.
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In case the original string cannot be trusted to stay the same when the captured data will be used, one of the following 
strategy is possible:

1. Extend the Regex class and save the original string in one field of the derived class.

2. If this hasn't an heavy impact on perormance and resources,  use Regex.grab() method instead; grab() will 
return all the captured substrings in a vector.

The above is equivalent to this:

load regex

re = Regex( "([09]+)/([09]+)/([09]+)" )
date = "9/15/2004"

captured = re.grab( date )
for i = 0 to len( captured )  1
    printl( "Captured ", i, ": ", captured[ i ] )
end

with the difference that the captured strings are now saved in a vector.  Regex.grab() returns nil in case of failed 
match, or a nonempty array in case of succesful match; this allows for the returned value to be immediately used both 
in checks (nil being false, an empty array being considered “true”) and in for-in loop (nil being considered empty). 
At the same time the method is efficient as match() in case of negative match, as it doesn't waste any vector. Finally, 
as len( nil ) is one, the above for loop would still work correctly (doing nothing) in case of match failure.

Iterative find

The find() method family allows for iterative matches and processing without the need to create substrings of the 
original string parameter, as in this example:

load regex

re = Regex( "[09]+" )
date = "9/15/2004"
range = re.find( date )
while range
   printl( "Parsing... ", date[ range ] )
   range = re.find( date, rangeEnd( range ) )
end

and the output would be:

Parsing... 9
Parsing... 15
Parsing... 2004

After a successful find, captured() and capturedCount() methods can be used to retrieve the found ranges as for 
match(). Calling capture(0) will return the same range that was returned by find().

The  findAll() and  findAllOverlapped() method works as the loop we have seen above; they place all the 
occourences of the first found range (the one that would be returned by captured( 0 ) ) in a vector of ranges, like 
the following example:

load regex

re = Regex( "[09]+" )
date = "9/15/2004"
ranges = re.findAll( date )
for rng in ranges
   printl( "Parsing... ", date[ rng ] )
end
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Regular Expression error

This module defines a RegexError, derived from the core Error, that is raised in case of pattern parsing errors. The 
class does not define any new property or method; just, a descriptive message from pcre library, if available, is placed 
in the message field of the error.
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The Configuration parser Module
The ConfParser module is meant as a simple but powerful interface to .INI like configuration files, with some extra 

features that allows to bring a bit forward the traditional configuration file model and to circumvent some arbitrary 
limitation that makes using human readable configuration files a bit difficult in some complex configuration contexts. 

ConfParser  module also maintains comments and tries respect  the layout  of  the original  INI file,  so that  it  stays 
familiar for the user after a modify that has been caused by the Falcon module. 

Ini file format

The ConfParser module parses INI files in the following format:

; Comment lines
; Comment lines...

Key = value
category.key = value

[section_name]
Key = value
category.key = value

Comments may be started either with ";" or "#" characters, and the colon ":" may be used instead of "=". So the above 
file may be rewritten in the more UNIX style:

# Comment lines
# Comment lines...

Key: value
category.key: value

[section_name]
Key: value
category.key: value

Values may be enclosed in quotes; in this case, Falcon escape sequences are correctly parsed. As comments starting 
with ";" or "#" may be placed
also after a value, if a value itself contains one of those characters it should be enclosed by quotes, or part of the value 
will be considered a comment. In example:

Key: "A complex value containing\nescapes # and comment" ; real comment

Multiple values

Although it would be possible to put arbitrary lists into strings to save them on configuration files, and expand them in 
the program when reading them back, it is possible to store array of values in configuration files by declaring multiple 
times the same key.
In example:

Key = value1
Key = value2
Key = value3

This will result in the three values to be returned in an array when the value of "Key" is asked.

Key categories

Keys can be categorized;  tree-like or  even recursive key groups can be represented with dots separating the key 
hierarchy elements.
In example, the configuration of a complex program can be saved like that:

...
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UserPref.files.MaxSize = 100
UserPref.files.DefaultDir = "/home/$user"
...
...
UserPref.cache.MaxSize = 250
UserPref.cache.path = "/var/cache/prog.cache"
...

This lessen the need for traditional ini file "sections". Support for sections is provided both for backward compatibility 
with a well known file structure and because it still can be useful where it is known that one hierarchical level is enough 
for the configuration needs of an application. 

Sections are portion of ini files separated by the rest of it by an header in square brackets; the keys that are defined 
from the beginning of file to the first section heading, if present, are considered to belong to the "main" section. The 
main section can't be directly addressed, as it has not a name. All the methods accessing or manipulating keys have an 
extra optional parameter that can address a specific section by it's name. If the parameter is not specified, or if the 
parameter has nil value, then the methods will operate on the main section.

The ConfParser class

ConfParser( [filename [, encoding ]] ) 

filename the name of the ini file to be parsed, if it exists

  encoding an optional non default encoding which is used for that file

The constructor of this class allows to set up a filename for the configuration file that is going to 
be read and/or written. If the name is not given, read() and write() methods will require a valid 
Falcon Stream, otherwise, if the stream is not provided, the given file will be opened or written 
as needed.

Methods
add( key, value, [section] )

key the key to which add the given value

value the value, or value array, to be added

section if provided, the section where to add the entry

This function adds a key/value pair to the main section, or if section parameter is given and not 
nil, to the specified section. 
See details below.

addSection( section )

section the name of the section to be added 

Adds an empty section to the configuration file, if it was not already present. If a section with 
the given name is present, nothing is done.

clearMain()

Removes all the entries in the main section. Of course, the section itself is not removed.

get( key, [section] ) > value

key the key of which the value is to be read

section if provided, the section where the key is found

The method retrieves the value associated with a given key. If section parameter is not provided, 
or if it's nil, the key is searched in the main section, else it is searched in the given section. 
If the section does not exist, or if the key is not present in the given section, the method returns 
nil. If the key exist but has no value associated with it, an empty string is returned. If there is 
only one instance of the key, a single string containing the value is returned. If multiple entries 
for the given key are found, all the values are returned as strings in an array.
The caller should verify the if the returned value is a string or an array using typeOf() function. 
Alternatively, it is possible to use getOne() to be sure to retrieve only strings.
Categorized keys can be retrieved with this method by providing their full name.

getCategory( category, [section] ) > keyValuePairs

category the category of which the key list is required
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section if provided, the section where the category is defined

This method returns a dictionary of key-value pairs containing all the keys and values in a 
certain category. See details below.

getCategoryKeys( category, [section] ) > keyList

category the category of which the key list is required

section if provided, the section where the category is defined

This method returns a list of all the keys belonging to a certain category. 
See below for details.

getDictionary( [section] ) > valueDict

section if given, the section from which to extract the dictionary

This method retrieves all the pairs of key and values in the main section, or if a non-nil section 
parameter is provided, from the given section. If the requested section cannot be found, or if it 
doesn't contain any entry, an empty dictionary is returned. If a key has multiple values, its 
element is set to an array containing all the values.

getOne( key, [section] ) > value

key the key of which the value is to be read

section if provided, the section where the key is found

This method is equivalent to the get method, except for the fact that if more than one value has 
been given for the determined key in the configuration file, only the last one among them is 
returned.

getMultiple( key, [section] ) > value

key the key of which the value is to be read

section if provided, the section where the key is found

This method is equivalent to get() method, except for the fact that an array of values is always 
returned even if only one key is found. If there is no entry in the configuration file coresponding 
to the given key, nil is returned.

getSections() > sections

Enumerates the sections that are declared in the file managed by this object. If the object doesn't 
declare any section, the method returns an empty array.

getKeys( [section] ) > keys

section an optional section on which to operate

This method returns an array of strings containing all the keys in the main section, or if a section 
parameter is given and not nil, it returns all the keys in the given section.
If the given section exists but it doesn't contain any key, an empty array is returned. If the 
section doesn't exist, the method returns nil.

read( [stream] )

stream  An optional input stream from where to read the file.

Parses a configuration file and prepares the object data that may be retrieved with other 
methods. The read() method may be provided with an opened and readable Falcon stream. If 
not, the file name provided to the ConfParser constructor will be opened and read. In case the 
name has not been given in the constructor, the method raises an error. The method may also 
raise ParseError, IoError or ParamError, with the “message” field set to a relevant explanation.

remove( key, [section] ) > result

key the key to be removed

section if provided, the section where to remove the entry

Remove all the instances of a given key from the main section, or if section parameter is given 
and not nil, from the specified section.
The method returns true if the section (when provided) and keys were found, and false if 
nothing has actually been deleted.

removeCategory( category, [section] )

category the category to be removed

section if provided, the section where the category is defined
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This method removes all the entries that would be returned by getCategory if provided with 
the same parameters. The function silently returns doing nothing if given category, or given 
section, cannot be found.

removeSection( section ) > result

section the name of the section to be removed

This method removes the given section from the configuration file. All the keys contained in the 
section, comments below the section declaration and the section declaration itself are removed. 
The function returns true if the given section can be found, and false otherwise.

set( key, value, [section] )

key the key where to set the given value

value the value to be set

section if provided, the section where to set the entry

Sets a key/value pair in the main section, or if section parameter is given and not nil, in the 
specified section.
See below for details.

write( [stream ] )

stream  An optional output stream on which to write the file.

Writes the content of a modified or entirely generated configuration file on the given stream, 
that must be a valid Falcon stream opened for output. If a stream is not given, then the file name 
provided to the ConfParser constructor is opened for writing. In case the name has not been 
given in the constructor, the method raises an error.

Adding, setting or removing keys

The most direct way to add a new key in an ini configuration file is to use the add( key, value, [section] ) 
method.

If the key had not any previous value, a new key is added. If a specified section was not previously present it is added. 

If one or more entries with the same key was already present, the entry will be physically placed as the last one, and if 
queried at a later moment, the value will be returned as the last value of the value arrays associated with the given key. 

The value parameter may also be an array of strings, in which case all the values contained in the array will be added, 
one after another as specified for the single value case. If the caller wants to be sure that only the values in the given 
value or value array are set, it should call the remove() method before calling add().

To set a single value, eventually getting rid of other previously existing values, use the set method:

set( key, value, [section] ), which sets a key/value pair in the main section, or if section parameter is given 
and not nil, in the specified section. 

Using this method, any previous value or value set associated with the given key is removed. If the key had not any 
previous value, a new key is added. If a specified section was not previously present, it is added. If the given key was 
already present in a parsed configuration file, it's position and the comments that were eventually associated with the 
key are left unchanged.

To remove completely a key, use the remove( key, [section] ) method. To remove completely a section, use 
the  removeSection( section ) method. This method can't be used to remove the main section; in fact, even if 
empty, that section always exists. To clear every key in that, use the clearMain() method.

Categorized keys

Categories are separated from the keys by dots "."; a complete categorized key may contain any amount of dots, or in 
other words, the categories can have an arbitrary depth. 

The getCategoryKeys method returns a list of all the keys belonging to a certain category. Categories are separated 
from the keys by dots "."; a complete categorized key may contain any amount of dots, or in other words, the categories 
can have an arbitrary depth. 

The category (first) parameter of this method may indicate the first level category only, or it can be arbitrarily deep. 
Only the keys in deeper categories will be returned. 

In example; if the configuration file contains the following entries:
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Key.cat1 = 1
Key.cat1.k1 = 101
Key.cat1.k2 = 102
Key.cat1.k3 = 103
Key.cat1.subcat1.k1 = 105
Key.cat1.subcat1.k2 = 106

if the category parameter is set to "Key", all the entries will be returned. If it's set to "cat1", the first entry won't be 
returned, as it's considered a key cat1 in category Key. If category is set to "key.cat1.subcat1", the last two entries will 
be returned.

The strings in the returned array represent the complete key name, including the complete categorization. In this way 
it is directly possible to retrieve the value of a given key, or to alter their values, by simply iterating on the returned 
array, like in the following example:

category = "Key.cat1.subcat1"
trimming = [len(category)+1:]

keys = parser.getCategoryKeys( category )
printl( "Keys in category ", category, ": " )
for key in keys
   printl( key[ trimming ], "=", parser.get( key ) )
end

The result will be:

Keys in category Key.cat1.subcat1:
k1=105
k2=106

If the category cannot be found, or if it doesn't contain any entry, or if a section parameter is provided but the given 
section cannot be found, this method returns an empty array. It is necessary to ascertain that the requested values are 
present (of if not, that their missing actually means that the category is "empty") by other means.

Other than just enumerating categorized keys, that can then be read with the ordinary get() or getOne() methods, a 
whole category tree can be imported with the method getCategory().

In  example,  consider  the  same  configuration  structure  we  have  used  before.  If  the  category parameter   of 
getCategory() is set to "Key", all the entries will be returned. If it's set to "cat1", the first entry won't be returned, as 
it's consider a key cat1 in category Key. If category is set to "key.cat1.subcat1", the last two entries will be returned. 

The strings returned in the dictionary keys are the complete key, including the category part. It is possible to obtain a 
dictionary where the keys are already stripped of  their category part  by adding an asterisk at  the end of  the first 
parameter. 

In example:

category = "Key.cat1"
valueDict = parser.getCategory( category+"*" )

printl( "Keys in category ", category, ": " )
for key, value in valueDict
   printl( key, "=", value )
end

The result will be:

Keys in category Key.cat1:
k1=101
k2=102
k3=103
subcat1.k1=105
subcat1.k2=106

If a key has multiple values, it's value element will be set to an array containing all the values. 
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The reflexive compiler module
Falcon provides a reflexive compiler and module loader that allows scripts to load other falcon sources, pre-compiled 

modules or binary modules.

The reflexive compiler is actually an interface to the internal compilation and link engine, so anything that can be 
done by the falcon command line utility can be done also through this facility.

Falcon code structure is fixed; modules are read-only from a Virtual Machine stand point. This means that Falcon 
cannot alter the structure of scripts being currently executed. In example, it is not possible to compile a single code line 
and have it executed in the current script context. 

However, the reflexive compiler is so flexible that this limitation is hardly felt. It is possible to load a module, or to 
compile it on the fly, and then get or set any of the global symbols in the target module. By extracting items from the 
loaded module, or injecting known items into that, it is possible to configure, alter, and execute arbitrary parts of the 
loaded module as if it were coded internally to the loader script.

Example usages

The following script shows how a source module may be compiled and executed on the fly.

load compiler

// create the compiler
c = Compiler()

// try to compile a source string
str = "

function func( a )
   > 'Hello from compiled source: ', a
end

> 'The main part of the module'
"

try
// First param is the module logical name.
sourceMod = c.compile( "aString", str )

// in case of compilation error, we had an error and we bailed out

// load the symbol func from our module...
func = sourceMod.get( "func" )
// and execute it...
func( "test param" )

// execute directly the main module, notice the () at eol
sourceMod.get( "__main__" )()

catch CodeError in e
> "Had an error: ", e

end

We may also put symbols in target scripts, forcing them to execute some part of the loader code. In example, suppose 
this is a falcon source called “module1.fal”:

// this global variable will be mangled by the loader
fromLoader = nil

function test()
> "Test from module 1"
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// trustfully call the readied global
fromLoader()

end

The loader will look like this:

load compiler
c = Compiler()

function saySomething()
> "Something said from the main module."

end

// Load a module by its path.
mod = c.loadModule( "./module1.fal" )

// change target symbol
mod.set( "fromLoader", saySomething )

// call loaded function
mod.get( "test" )()

Of course, scripts can exchange objects, classes, methods, functions, lambdas and in general any value.

It is not possible to set directly a global object method in the target module in this way. In example, if the target 
module  defines  an  object  Obj,  with  a  property  called  prop,  it  is  not  possible  to  call  mod.set( “Obj.prop”, 
someValue ). However, the object can be imported in the local script, and any change to its structure will be reflected 
in both the original owner and the loader. In example, if alphadef.fal defines the object:

object alpha
prop = nil

function callProp()
self.prop( "Called internally from self." )

end
end

Then the loader may do:

load compiler
c = Compiler()

function saySomething( param )
> "Parameter is: ", param

end

// Load a module by its name. 
// It means, search a suitable .fal, .fam or binary module.
mod = c.loadByName( "alphadef" )

// get the object
obj = mod.get( "alpha" )

// and change the property to something in our script
obj.prop = saySomething

// then call it
obj.callProp()

As expected, the result is:

$ ./falcon alphaload.fal
Parameter is: Called internally from self.
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Compiler class

Compiler( [path] ) 

path The default search path of the compiler. If not provided, defaults to “.” (script 
current working directory).

Properties

alwaysRecomp If true, a load method finding a valid .fam that may substitute a .fal will ignore it, and will 
try to compile and load the .fal instead.

compileInMemory If true (the default) intermediate compilation steps are performed in memory. If false, 
temporary files are used instead.

ignoreSources If true, sources are ignored, and only .fam or shared object/dynamic link libraries will be 
loaded.

path The search path for modules loaded by name. It's a set of Falcon format paths (forward 
slashes to separate dirs, e.g. “C:/my/path”), separated by semi comma.

saveMandatory If true, when saveModule option is true too and a module can't be serialized, the compiler 
raises an exception.

saveModules

If true, once compiled a source that is located on a local file system, the compiler will also 
try to save the .fam pre-compiled module, that may be used if the same module is loaded 
a second time. Failure in saving the pre-compiled module is not reported, unless 
saveMandatory option is set.

sourceEncoding The encoding of the source file. It defaults to default system encoding that Falcon is able 
to detect. Use one of the encoding names known by the Transcoder class.

Methods
compile( modName, data ) > module

modName A logical name that will be given to the module after compilation

data The data to compile. It may be a string or a stream valid for input

Tries to compile the module. On failure, a SyntaxError is raised; the subErrors member of 
the returned error will contain an array where every single compilation error is specified.
On success, an instance of Module class is returned.

loadByName( modName ) > module

modName The logical name of the module to be loaded

Tries to load a logically named module scanning for suitable sources, pre-compiled 
modules and binary modules in the search path. In case a suitable module cannot be 
found, the method returns nil. If a module is found, a CodeError is raised in case 
compilation or link steps fails.

loadModule( modPath ) > module

modPath Relative or absolute path to a loadable Falcon module or source

Loads the given file, trying to perform compilation or loading of the relevant .fam 
precompiled module depending on the property settings. In example, if loading 
“./test.fal”, unless alwaysRecomp property is true, “./test.fam” will be searched too, and 
if it's found and newer than ./test.fal, it will be loaded instead, skipping compilation step. 
Similarly, if “./test.fam” is searched, unless ignoreSource is true, “./test.fal” will be 
searched too, and if it's newer than ./test.fam it will be recompiled.
In case a suitable module cannot be found, the method returns nil. If a module is found, a 
CodeError is raised in case compilation or link steps fails.

setDirective( dt, value )

dt Directive to be set

value Value to be given to the directive

Sets a directive as if the scripts that will be loaded by this compiler defined it through the 
directive statement. Scripts can always override a directive by setting it to a different 
value in their code; notice also that compilation directives are useful only if a compilation 
actually take places. In case a .fam or a binary module is loaded, they have no effect.
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Module class

The  module  class  is  a  handle  by  which  the  scripts  can  read  or  write  other  modules  symbols.  It  should  not  be 
instantiated directly by scripts; module class instances are returned by the compiler methods.

Properties
name Logical name of the module.

path Complete path to the file from where the module was loaded. It may be empty if the module has 
been compiled from a string or a stream.

Methods
engineVersion() > [ major, minor, revision ]

Returns an array of three numeric elements, indicating the version number of the engine under which 
the given module was compiled. The value is available both for binary modules and for pre-compiled 
Falcon modules. Modules compiled on the fly will report the same version number of the running 
Virtual Machine.

get( symName ) > item

symName The name of the symbol to be loaded.

If the module provides a global symbol with the given name, the value of the symbol is returned. Nil 
may be a valid return value; in case the symbol is not found, a RangeError is raised.

getReference( symName ) > itemRef

symName The name of the symbol to be referenced.

Loads a reference to the given symbol in the target module. On success, after this call assignments to 
the returned variable will be immediately reflected in both the modules, be them applied in the caller 
or in the loaded module. To break the reference, use the $0 operator as usual.
In case the symbol is not found, a RangeError is raised.

moduleVersion() > [ major, minor, revision ]

Returns the module version information in a three element array. The numbers represent the 
development status of the module as its developers advertise it. At the moment, only binary modules 
provide version informations; for scripts compiled on the fly and .fam modules three zeros are 
returned.

set( symName, value )

symName The name of the symbol to be changed

value The new value to be set.

Sets the value of a global symbol in the target module. The value may be any kind of Falcon item, 
including a reference, in which case any change to the local value is immediately reflected in the 
target module.
In case the symbol is not found, a RangeError is raised.

unload() > success

Unloads the module, eventually destroying it when there aren't other VMs referencing the module. 
References to callable items that resided in the module becomes “ghost”. They are turned into nil 
when trying to use them or when the garbage collector reaches them; so, trying to call a function that 
resided in an unloaded module has the same effect as calling a nil item, that is, raising an call error.
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